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Be Contented
But Don't Be Satisfied
Always Strive Upward

THE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT

Stick to Sound
Principles but Adopt
the Better Methodi

"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper"
VOL XLIV;

MC COY ON TRIAL;
COMPROMISES ARE
MADE WITH STATE

-4

BENTON, KENTUCKY, FRIDAY. APRIL 1. 1927.

NO. 13.
MUSICAL COMEDY WILL BE
STAGED MONDAY NIGHT. 11th.

BENTON DEBATERS,
DECLAIMER TO BE
IN STATE CONTEST

$1.00

A

YEAR

Three Candidates for Governor
Will Be in Benton 'Tater Day'

Members of the cast of "The
Garden of the Shah", a musical
comeoy to be presented here under the auspices of the MendelECOND QUARTERLY CONsaokri Club, began practice MonFERENCE
evening.
day
Win Right to Represent District
4( Four Confessed Judgments Are
directbeing
prdouction
is
The
at Lexington Middle of
The second quarterly conferTaken Civil Docket; No
ed by Mrs. Italy Conner, of Murence for the Birmingham Circuit
April.
ray, an experienced and talented
Court "Tater Day."
will be held at Briensburg next
musician.
Saturday, April 2nd. It is the
According to present plans the HAZEL, PADUCAH, LONE OAK
duty of every official member of
CASES ARE SET DOWN FOR
entertainment will
be staged
TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY Monday night, April 11th, in the IVICTIMS YOUNG SPEAKERS Widow, 6 Children, 4 Sisters, 6 the charge to be present and all Record-Breaking Crowd
Expected
departmenas of the church should
Brothers, Many Friends
Benton school aueitorium.
have
their
reports
in
Benton
In
hand.
First
Monday If
By defeating the Hazel debatGRAND JURY
Mourn Untimely Death.
On Saturday night, Rev. J.
ing team in handy style at MurWeather Is Good.
Mack Jenkins will put on an agriray Friday night, the Benton
J. V. Alford, J. 'Dell Brown.
cultural
demonstration at - the
oratorical team won the right to FORMER CIRCUIT CLERK
Paul Cross, J. M. Davis, .0. T
scheol
house
at Birmingham. The ATTENDANCE OF OCCASION
represent
this
district
in the
Faughn, J. M. Gordon, Solos
AND POSTMASTER HERE public is invited. The
IS REGADED AS A RITE
program
state oratorical contest at LexingHiett, Fayette Houser, Jesse F.
will deal principally with electritop
the
middle
April.
of
Miss
Henson, J. H. Little, Lee Oliver,
Robert I Blagg, 40 years of cal applicances.
Mary Cornwell, Benton's declaimNext Monday Marshall countj
Chas. H. Solomon.
On Sunday night, the second county will celebrate a day
are, also defeated her opponent age, former circuit clerk of Marthat
Miss Estelle Allbritten, of Hazel, shall county and Postmaster at quarterly conference of the Ben- is exclusively her owen — "Tater
PETIT JURY.
Mayfield Condensery Would Pur- and will accompany
the debating Benton, passed away Sunday, ton church will be held, follow- Day." Every true Marshall counMarshall
from
Milk
chase
to
Lexington
team
to
participate March 27th,- at his home in Nash- ing the evening service.
tain comes to Benton on 'Tater
Baz Arent, John R. Bailey,
the
Very truly,
state
in
Declamatory
contest. ville, Tenn., of an attack of acute
Da' if he can possibly do so; atJohn
County Farmers.
Claud Baker, C. F. Culp,
J. MACK JENKINS. tendance at this occasion is part
Miss Cornwell defeated a re- iiephritis. Mr. Blagg had been ill s
E. N. Cloud, Chas, M. Drafjust
10
days
and
his
was
death
presentative of , Lone Oak High
of the, ritual of being a bred-infen, Leonard Davenport, Vernie MEET AT HARDIN, 1:30,
t h e-b o n e Marshall countain.
school here last Thursday night a bitter shock to his family and
Elkins, Edgar, Green, J. M. GamBREWERS AT 7:30 P. M. and the victory at Murray Fri- many friends here and in NashThose who fail to come -to 'Tater
ble, W. L. lIenson, Will Harper,
ville.
Day 'must offer as valid as ex• day,Was her fourth consecutive
Hardin Haltom, Vance 'Heath, S.
Mr. Blagg moved to Nashville
cuse as a bride-groem who fails
C. Jones, II. M. Jones, Chas. McTwo meetings will be held 'in triumph. It was the third consecuto show up at the wedding.
Gregor, W. G. McDermott, T. H. Marshall county Saturday for the tive victory for the debating team. about five years ago as a sales$mothers. T. E. Trimble, Clyde purpose of locating milk routes The contest with Hazel was held man for the Harris-Davis dryAnd added interest, is possible
New Record Attained for Fourth
Walker, Cliff sThompson and Gus leading ,,to the milk condesery. in the auditorium of the Murray good company of that city and
will be the occasion this year
was one of the firm's most sucTime This Year; 15 Gain
Egner.
since all three candidates for the
which is to be established at May- State Teacher's College. The state
tournament' will be held at - the cessful salesmen.
Democratic nomination for gpvfield soon.
Over March 20th. •
University of Kentucky.
Ile
is
survived
widow,
by
his
Asherry McCoy faced trial in
ernor
will be in Benton next l‘ConThe first metting will he ha
circuit court here Thursday on a iR Hardin at 1:30 Saturday after- I The subjest, which is being Mrs. Effie Blagg, daughter of Mr.
day it is reported, and it is alSunday school attendance in ready
charge of maljosiously shooting noon and another will be held in discussed at all the debates and Mrs. Joe McGregor, of this
arranged that th four
Benton
reached a new record last candidates for
county;
six sons, Byron, Barkley,
Dr. L. E. Smith, of Calvert City, Brewtrs at 7:30 Saturday night. throughout the state, is "Resolve,
Commonwealth's
Jantiam 13th. The trial was not Boosters for the routes in this that the Curtis-Reed educational Joe Tom and three smaller boys, Sunday, the 27th, when 662 at- Attorney on the Democratic tick
:
.
expected to be concluded until county, which will enable far- bill should be adopted by the including the baby, who was born tended the four churches, two et *ill speak here that afternoon
just a few hours before Mr. more than the previous high mark l in the court house.
late in the afternoon.
mers in their territories to mar- Congress of the Urifted States."
of 560 on Sunday, March 13th.
Jim Allen, Rudd was tried Wed- ket milk to a splendid advantake, The negative_ was argued by the Blames untimely death; his mothIt has been had from reliable
It
was the fourth time this year
er, Mrs. T. Y. Blanc, of this counnesday for child desertion, • a are expecting two be located, the Bentont
information
that Lieutenant-GovThe Benton team is coached ty; four sisters, Mrs. Tom Gore, that new record was made. Sun- ernor H. II. Denhardt, Auditor W.
hung jury resulting. Avery Park- first
running
from , Hardin,
day school attendance in Bentoner was cleared of breaking into ' through Brewerii,' direct to May- by W. E. Morgan, princival of Mrs. Arthur Harrison, Mrs. Brack
has not fallen below 500 since H. Shanks and .Robert E. Crowe,
Canup
Mrs.
and
Floyd
Darnall
school.
the
. a barn and John U. Harper was field, and the second running
candidates for the Democratic
and six brothers. Ruftis, Charlie, February 26th, when 503 attend- I gubernatorial
•
acquitted on a charge of forgery. from Mat his' store, • through
nominatiOn, stated
Henry, Jake, Otis. and Paul ed at the four churches.
Chester Lee, accused. of cutting Brewers' over to Golo-Mayfield
in Louisville Friday, at a meet• The Baptist church contributed ; ing of the
Blagg.
a wire fence was fined $25.00.
state Democratic exeeu
road and on into Mayfield.
the chief gain to make the new tive meeting that
body
The
was
brought
to
the
Rule Burkeemllarrison
they would mix
Two such routes would ;Ten A
home, of Mr: and Mrs. McGregor record, having 11 more than last with the voters here Monday.
Max Bohannon, Lonnie Farley, larev %.ection to farmers ts pro
Monday afternoon. Funeral ser- Sunday and 14 more than when
Charley Higgins
and • Johnny duce, mi.k and would considerH. H. Lovett and C. B. Cox, of
Were conducted by Elder N. the old record was 'made on Marshall cbunty and.
vices
Boat right comprcmised with the ably augment the farm income Of
Edgar T.
N. C. & St. L. Authoritiet, Re- S. Castleberry at the cemetery at March 13th.
Commonwealth for $10 each on the county.
Washburn and J. B. Allensworth.
The
3:30 o'clock Monday afternoon.
Baptist, Church of Christ of McCracken county,
charges of being drunk. 'Hobart
candidates
All farmers in this section who modeling of Shed for Berries; Buriial was in
the Houser ceme- and Christian churches showed for Commonwealth Attorney,
York compromised for $20 for are focrested is this new busiwill
Treas to Make Crates.
tery, Morgan & Heath in charge. a gain over the previous Sunday speak in the circuit court
di:-turbing public worship, and ness oiwortunity are urged to atroom
A large number of friends and while the Methodist held to the in the afternoon.
Robe!t Myre compromised for $50; tend st least coo., of these meetWork is expected to begin im- relatives attended the last rites. same number.
for cutting. Dick Ursery was fin- ings SO. orday.
•
The .name 'Tater Day' alone is
The attendance at each church
mediately on the outgoing freight
Mr. Blagg was a native of Mared $5 on a breach 'of the peace
sufficient
to bring a huge crowd
of
the
milk
One
laigest
condenhouse here to prepare it for ship- shall county and was reared on last Sunday and the previous to Benton
charge.
on the first Monday in
sing plants in ge United States ment of strawberries this coming
:t
Sunday'
is
as
follows
hig father's farm south of BenThe following judgments were liss be* !ice'cd at Mayfield and
April but the fact that three; canMarch
27th 13th
tal‘en on the civil docket; H. C. will consume huge amounts of season. H. Jones, local agent, has ton. He was a resident of Benton
didates for the state's highest
Methodist
193 193
received
authority
from
Division
for
several
years
while
circuit
Wood, admr., vs. Joe Schimmel, material..
office will be here this time
Church
of
Christ
108 107
Superintendent Hill to proceed clerk and postmaster. He . was one
$825.51: J. D. Woods vs. J. B.
should draw the largest-,number
70 67
with the work, it was announced of the most popular young men Christian
Howard, $141.79; A. A. Trees vs.
-in
history if the weather a favor191 180
Thursday.
of the county and a large num- baptist
M. 0. O'Daniel, $452.50; H. W.
able:
The Strawberry committee met ber of friends join the family in
Washburn' vs. D. L. Riley, $1350.562 547
here Thursday of last week and mourning his untimelk death.
00.
Up to this time the churches
awarded contract for the crates
Court will not be held Monday,
have been listed in rotating ordto' Treas Lumber Co., as the lowTater Day.
er. Hereafter, the church showest and best bidder.
The action of the Marshall 1415 Tickets Are Issued to Res
ing the largest gain " over the
, Shipment of berries from BenCounty Board of Education apreceeding Sunday will head the
ton this year will be made by
idents
County;
of
18
Are
gainst the Federal Surety Co.,
list.
freight to the Louisville, St.
Rayburn and Cox To Be Present
surety for Joe Darnall, suing for
Winners.
Louis, Cincinnati and other near
$8,801 will come up for trial
at Opening of Bids and Awardmarkets. Berries to farther mar- Wendell Howard, Edgar Stress to
Tuesday. Enos Darnall vs. Lee
Famored by good weather, a kets are khipped by express refriing of Contract.
Represent County at JunCox, -Leroy Solomon vs. Cheri. large crowd attended Get-Togethcars but the freight shipgeratorprc
c
Culp and T. 0. McGregor IFS. er Day
LOCAL
ior Club Week.
in Benton Saturday when ments
nearer markets are enBank of Benton, executor of $50 in .gold was distributed
Contract for the state and fedEggs
, 19
in 18 tirely
tical and cheaper than
Clhas. R. Cole are also set down prizes. The crowd was considereral
highway form Benton to EgButter
15
the express shipments.
Earl G. Welch, Specialist in
fer Tuesday.
gner's
Ferry will -be let this
Hens
23
Jarger
ably
than the week before
The berries will be shipped un- Agricultural Engineering from
H. C. Jones vs; Felix Moore when m ny were prevented from
Thursday, the 31st. County Judge
Stags
12
•-•
McCracken county Co- the College of Agriculture, was
and Commonwealth against L. A. coming here by high water in der the
10 H. H. Rayburn and County Atoperative Berry Growers Associa- in the county Tuesday to pick the Cox
McDaniel are set. down for Wed- Clark's River and
Loading
Day
for
is torney C. B. Cox left Tuesday
Poultry
bad roads tion.
winning team in terracing that
nesday.
night for Frankfort to be prethroughout the county.
The local berry committee is goes to Junios/Week at Lexing- Friday. Better prices then.
sent at the opening of bide and
At Saturday's drawing, only composed of Gaston Fiser, Moor- ton June 6th to 11th. Out of the
the award of the contract.
E. ST. LOUIS'LIVESTOCK
residents of the county were per- man Botlon and Arch McGregor, eight Junior Club boys that comSt.
Louis,
East
It is expected that actual conIII.
30.
March
—
mitted tickets and only one was representing the growers and J. peted in this contest, Mr. Welch
issued to each person. The draw- R. Brandon, C. B, Cox and H. H. announced that Wendel Howard (USDA) — Hogs 14,000; strong struction of the road will be be10c higher; bulk 160 to 200 gun as soctp as feasible after the
ing took place at two o'clock on Lovett.
from Howards Grove and Edgar to
1140 (Fe 1150; 200 to 220 contract is awarded.
pounds
the balcony of the court house
Siress from Church Grove will
pounds(1125 Oil 1140; 235 to 240
A survey of the road from Benand 141$ tickets were in the barrepresent Marshall county in the
Owen Farmers to
Well-known Matron Leaves Huspounds "nact,a 1115; 240 to 260 ton to Mayfield has been ordered
rel.
state wide contest to be held at
band, Two Daughters, Two
Grow More Alfalfa Lexington where prizes will be pounds 1070 1100; 260 to 300 by the highway commission and it
The bolder of the first eight
pounds mostly 1060 Cii 1075; good is anticipated that this work will
drawn
$2.50
tickets
given
were
given to best three tedms.
Sons to Mourn Death.
pigs 1100 g 1125; pack- be done this summer. This will
killing
Owenton, Ky.—Owen county
gold piece, the ninth ticket' won
The boys were given practice
sows
be the third project in Marshall
mostly 950 @ 965.
ing
farmers
are
planning to sow at Tuesday by staking out a demona $5.00 gold piece, the next eight
Mrs. Betty ;Ford, 72 years old, a $2.50 piece and the last name least 2,500 acres of alfalfa this
25c higher; spots up more; bulk county, the second being from
stration terrace on the farm of
a well-known matron west of a $5.00 piece of gold.
Cattle 3,500; calves 2,000; steer Benton to the McCracken county
spring, according to County A- H. C. Shemwell, Pleasant Valley
Benton, died Tuesday at her home
950
Cii 1050; mixed yearlings and line.
John
gent
C.
Brown. Two com- community. All having had prevThe winning numbers and their
of complications.
It was first believed that the
munities already have alfalfa on ious training and all showing heifers slow; steady; bulk 850 @
holders were as follows:Mrs. Ford is survived by her
975;
cows
and
contract
low
cutters
slow
for this second project
1. 435 — Vick Peck; Benton every farm, and,every farmer in such splendid ability to stage out
husband, Jim Ford, two daugh- Route 6.
Owen community will grow alfal- terraces, a written examination steady; top 675; good and choice would be let this spring but nothters, Mrs. Elsie Wade. and Miss
2. 1326 — This number was fa this year. The county's slogan was given the bows in order to vealers 50c lower; bulk including ing further to that effect has been
Flora Ford and two sons, Will thought to be held by Master is, "Alfalfa on Every Farm.".
1400; other grades 1150 down. heard for some time.
pick the winning team. Mr. Welch top
an Clete Ford, all of this coun- Vergie Wood, of Benton Route 2, Five carloads of baled alfalfa hay
Sheep
750; fat lambs slow; unsaid this was one of the best
ty. She was a member of the New who discovered after the draw- were shipped out of the county
dertone
weak; 89 pound (wool
The average burley tobacco
teams he had encountered in the
Harmony Baptist church.
yeild
desirable
1600;
lambs
in Green county last year
light
ing that he had mis-read his in January.
state thus far, and it is expected
Funeral services were conduct- number. If any one produces this
lambs 1500; top was 650 pounds per acre, and the
clipped
weight
they will be high in the contest 93 pound wooled wethers 1050; average
ed from the home Wednesday number before the next Get-Toprice received was 12
Two hundred colored farmers at Lexington.
Elder N. S. Castleberry. Burial gether Day he may get his gold at in Christian county have ancents a poundd.
There is need for a large a- few wool wethers 950.
morniing at eleven o'clock by the Bank of Marshall County.
nounced their determination ti mount of terracing work in Merwas in the Ford cemetery at 12:Gallatin county farmers have
Japan recently held in Constan3. 988 — W. R. Watson, Elva grow more grain, hay and vege shall county, and many farmers
30 p. m., Morgan & Heath in Route 1.
tables, to raise more and better in their respective communities named a committee to promote tinople an exhibition of its procharge. A large number attended
livestock and to reduce their to
dairying, soil improvement, pun- ducts which afterward were given
the services.
(Continued on page 10.)
bacco acreages.
to Turkish charities.
ior clubs and better livestock.
(Continued on page 5)

ROBERT I. BLAGG, 40, S
IS CALLED BY DEATH
IN NASVVILLE, TENN.

SEEKERS OF STATE
ATTORNEY'S OFFICE
TO SPEAK TO VOTERS

TO MEET SATURDAY
TO LOCATE 2 MILE
ROUTES IN COUNTY

562 ATTEND SUNDAY
SCHOOL MARCH 26111

41.

TO BEGIN WORK ON
SHIPPING STATION

LARGE CROWD HERE
FOR GOLD DRAWING

ROAD CONTRACT TO
BE LET THIS WEEK

COUNTY TERRACING
TEAM IS SELECTED

MARKETS

ei

MRS. BETTY FORD IS
SUMMONED TUESDAY

•

liaaelwallialilitabar
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THE TRIBUNE-DEMOCI3,AT, (Benton, Ky.)
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THE TRIB

engulfed; and the battle roared Boches, and the Americans knelt
er- lay down at ease and fired
over him.
Then, without being very clear steadily and without haste. As
ago
how' they got there, the!they passeli the tank a greasy,
MEMBER KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATION
lieutenant and his company and smiling Frenchman emerged head
Established 1883
a great many others were at the and shoulders and inquired after
Vierzy ravine, in the cross-fire a cigarette. There were very
Publiehd Every Friday Morning
UheWar
at
Close
Range
of
the machine-guns that held it. many dead Germans in the raEditor and Publisher
,
Joe T. Lovett
Described In a Remarkable
The ravine was very deep and vine and on its slope when they
very precipitous and wooded. A went forward.
&ries Dy an Officer of the
- Ifs
•—4 `es..
Wearily now, the exaltion dymatter.
mail
class
second
as
,sunken road led into it and,
Entered at the Postoffice at Benton, Ky.,
5k
Marines —
While the riflemen stalked the ing down, they left the atone tow, to the right, in the
place cannily, a tank came up and ers of Viers)
4:
4
regulars
of the Ninth
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
the
of
path
disappeared down the sunken
4
e
sf
!
gi
C.art.
• N
NIS*
,
:‘444.
$1.00
road. A terrific row of rifles and and Twenty-third. an a line
One Year, in Marshall County
1.50
grenades arose, and a wild yell- northeast of it they halted and
One Year, in Kentucky
olliJt
or.
1homba15
y theAuth
2.00
ing. Running forward, the ma- prepared to hold. it was a loneOne Year, outside of Kentucky
rom
Vketches Made or the Battieflet
rines observed that the tank was some place. Very thin indeed
cf?;_g
c
.
stalled, its guns not working, and were the assault companies; very
AU Ay 7).4 &di..6,../.Nav
*MU Seftwes
Adrir-^sz
,
Advertising Rates Upon Application
a gray, frantic mass of German far away the support columns.
infantry was swarming over it, . . . "Accordin' to the map, we're
SYNOPSIS
limit
there no
to the gloomy prying at its plates with bayonets here. Turn those Roche %machineMyer-Both Full Feature Advertising Service
woods?:. . . Light through the aid firing into such openings as guns* around — guess stie'll stay.
CHAPTFR I.—The gythor describes
could be found. One beauty of the Thank God, we must have grabbow the First battalion of the Fifth trees yonder!—
marines are quartered near Marigny
tank
is that , when it is in such bed off all their artillery, 'cept
The wood ended, and the atparing the first part of June, 1918,
a difficulty, you can fire without the heavies. . .."
when they,are suddenly sent up north tack burst out
into the roiling fearing for your
-Democrat
division,
bearing
tq
relieve
the
First
Tribune
friends inside. (CONTINUED NEXT WEEK)
The only basis upon which The
the brunt of a tidal wave of Getman. wheatfields, where the sun shone The automatic-riflemen especially
effort
is
expects patronage is upon MERIT. A constant
Just breaking through for a great ofin a cloudless sky and poppies enjoyed the brief •crowded secA flock owned by J. W. Alexfensive. Part of the Fifth wrest 11111
being devoted toward iontittually improving the value
142 from the enemy and wait there for grew in the wheat. To the right, onnds that followed. Then all at ander, in Owen county, produced
the German counter offensive they a great paved road marched, beand interest of the paper.
once the farther Slope. of the 4,143 eggs in December with recan see forming. While they lie peppering
the Boch• a detachment of tween tall populars, much batter- avine
swarmed With running ceipts totalling. $235.
wholesome,
to
be
a
endeavors
The Tribune-Democrat
Second engtneers comes to their as- ed. On the road two motor-trucks
sistance.
complete and accurate country newspaper, giving to the
CHAPTER II.—A terfifIc aormnn at- burned fiercely and dead men lay
sertack soon develops, wreaking fearful around them. Across the road a
people of this county -a full and faithful newspaper
havoc amofig the marines, but not dievice without prejudice toward any opinion, belief or pollodging them. In the immediate vicin- group of stone farm-buildings had
ity
other fterce encounters are reduo
been shelled into a smoking dusticy -that does not conflict with the best interestsi of any
Ing the American troops and forcing
heap, but from the ruins a nest
the necemeity of replacements which
people; yet without fear to criticise 'what appears to be
arrive presently.
On the sisal of of never-die machine guns openJo-ne the Fifth' runs into bitter fightwrong and to endorse that which appears to he right withed flanking fire. The khaki lines
ing in the vicinity of Cliampllion
out reprd to the popularity of its stand. ------__•___.
for hours they try to oust the checked and swirled around them,
!melte from his stronghold in•the woods and there was a mounting crackle
and succeed commendably, but at
of rifle fire.... and the bayonets
Kreat cost.
cpartElt
111—This
'
got
in. The lines went forward to
nateative
cen
vice to Kentucky could possibly t. rto
about the activity of the marineThe Call for
move him te accept the stan- but really stands as a cross section of the low crest 'beyond, where, aall the fighting done bv Americans
stride the road, was the first obBeckhant
dard.
After acquitting thernaeker marvel
jective; and the assault com°Italy at the Holm de itelleau And Hill
panies }Mite t here to reforin. A
142 early in June 1918 the First re
Our :School Need
It is doubtful whether any man
teived replacements to cover horrible few Boche
hells howled oven
losses, fight some more and then are
ever had as strong a call from so
were; still
relieved' rontewhat compensated for them, but the Boche
their heavy losses' by a notable tribute pounding
the wood, where the
mItny to make a race for public , The eloment of uncertainty a- to
their fighting qualities Issued by the
bout the Benton' school building veneral
The
.•.,,.manding the Sixth French support battalions followed.
office as former Governor and 'anti -the
terrible catastrophe that army, but tile liberty In Paris which the tanks debouched from the forest
United States Senator J. C. W. would result should the worst battalion A.,ald have preferred is not
and went forward through; the
hehirm the
Beckham has had this.year from come to pas& makes the necessty
infantry.
linos Is soon eruslied by
• .new orders
all sections of Kentucky to seek of getting a new building urgent- to
In a holloW just ahead of the
f:'r t.. the north In the
sector, ‘vh.rc tht, ilerinans ore
SoIss-'I
the Democratic nomination for ly imperative.
reformed
line something was be• Va.
I.` '
11.
17
.1i,i- e After
The importance of provided the aictzinmit
Governor.
ing
dealt
with by artillery, dirII •
•1: 0;`,,; rf':1 .•
„,A rch
For many reasons Mr. Beckham most favorable. /surroundings for the lutit:11...1 fl.1:.11v arrives at the ected by the t planes that dipped
'I'he'r
rs are to get into
fits the need of Kentucky in its the edUcation of children should 'oow
t , .11,1`
4.:•n .111
fight- and swerved 1bove the fight. The
o
h
1'
' •
.
present political hour. His char-. he apparent ,to everyone without
shells cshe
ra
down and made a
eteteristics and fitness .are so unt the need o4' eternally stressing it.
great roaring murk of smoke and
(Chapter V. Continued) 1 dust and flickering flames of red,
iversztqy recognized throughout Under conditions that now exist
the state that leaders in all sec- in-' tlite present building, not only , The things happened fast. A - and green., The lieutenant, his
tions have seen in him. the selu- are children prevented from do- other German came into gu;
vie'‘
,- report to the major dispatched,
,Wher6 on earth. does all-, the 'money go?
tion to the commonwealth's leoli• inotheir best work but the health straining to tear the fallen
- and his cor4pany straightened
/
I i c ti problem.
:Leal' of them is subject to imout,
along
men
from
other
with
ner off the firing mechanisrb.
Cross currents of intetesil and pairment and many, doubtless.
units and a handful of Senegal.
Tliat household question makes the whole world
ambitions in the party Make it are already suffering from the Slover shot him. There was an- lese who had attached themselves
kin.
It is one that demands ar aikounting, whether
other, an another. Then the bosilt to him, ran an expert eye along
masessary to have a man. cf un- poor physical enviorment.
or millions of dollars, are involved.
pennies,
usu:t1 strength at its head if it is
No one who works under a hoiled like an ant-heap, and a his waiting squads, and allowed
to have more than faint'glimmer- straining light and breathes foul felbwebel sprang out with a gren- his mind to settle profoundly on
here is one answer to it. Tfiis is what became of
ings of hope for victory in the air is capable Qf his hest efforts ade, which he did not get to breakfast.
e-i!ry
$100 received by the Illinbis Central System in
off,.just
the
same,
throw.
It
went
Novembei• elections.
and it is practical cruelty to subThe officers'
whistles soon
1926:
the
marines
from
the
other
fkl the s tmo time we" Urge Mr. ject children to an unwholesome and
shrilled, and the attack went on.
undermines I lid of the tree came with bay-I The woods tell away behind, and
that
Bec.kharn to accept the burdeu envilonmont
meta .. . i. Presently they went
The cperation of trains, stet ons anti other transand responsibility of leade-rship their health.
for miles to left and right across
on.
.. . .
portation services cost, j'nclu •ng $5.85 for fuel.
we appreciate his position; a Man ; Under the most advantages finwaves
of
country
the
the
rolliing
Later, working to the left of
$31.72.. That left $68.26.
who can gain to• further honor! ancial plan the construction of
was a
company, the lieutenant was assault could be seen. It
hiin holding the office' since he an adequate school building here
great
stirring
pageant
wherein
swirl of
edischarged his duties admirably, will work a financial burden up- caught up in a fighting
modern
The upkeep of locomotives, freight and- passenger
}senegalese and -went with them moved all the forces of
while in the .springtime of his; on us but it is an -absolute neceswar.
The
tanks,
large
and
small,
tars
and other equipment collt $15.93, That left
barbed wire
ifo, who would risk the security; sity and must be done. Erection into a evil place of
in advance. Over them
$52-35.
mot machine-guns. These wild lumbered
end happinesa of his private life! of this 6uilding will be a 'labor
battle planes flew low, searchblack Mohammedans from West
in a- campaign that, if success-/ of love and' financial sacrifice
ing
the grourid, rowelling the
Africa were enjoying themselves.
The upkeep of tracks, roadbed, bridges, building
!ul, could bring him no additional; should be a minor consideration
Boche
with bursts of machineKilling, which is at best and acand
other structures cost $14.18,- That left $38.20.
prestige aril less income than he; in a movement that means the
.
gun fire.
quired taste with the civilized
now earns in the practice of law, best opportunity for and protecThe infantry followed close,
races,-was only too palpably their
The solicitation of traffic encl. the coMpilatiod and
anti leave him, upon the expira-I tion of our children.
mission in life. Their eyes relied, assault waves deployed, support
issuance of tariffs cost $1.81. Payments for lost
tion of his term, practically too' There ,should not be an unnecplatoons
in
column,
American
and their splendid white teeth
and damaged freight and for casualties took $1.24.
old to regain an abondoned prac- essary instant of delay in accom- flashed in their heads, but here marines and, regulars, Senegalese
The
salaries of clerks an,d other general, office emtice -and amass a competence.
plishing this essential task.
all resemblance to a happy south- and the Foreign Legion of France
ployes took $1..22. Serving meals in dining and bufTet, we are sure that Mr.1
their
rifles
slanting
forward,
and
ern darky stopped. They were
fet cars and in restaurants used up 65 cents of every
Beckham is not unmindful of the
deadly. -Each platoon swept its the sun on all their bayonets.
$100
the railroad received from all sources. Penhonor the state gave him in his
And
behind
the
infantry-,
strainfront like a hunting-pack, moving
sions to retired employes required 30 Cents. Legal
youth and bears in his heart the
ing
horses
galloped
With
lean.
swiftly anti surely together. The
Is a prescription for
expense amountd to 27 cents. The expense of valua4eepest gratitude.
lieutenant'felt a. thrill of profes- muzzled 75s, battery on battery—
tion work was 1,1 &cents. Miacallaneousi general exIf he concludes to accept the C o 1 d s, Grippe, Flu,
sional admiration as he went with artillery, over the top at last With
penses amounted to 39 cents. These items totaled
popular demand we realize that
the
rifles.
On
the
skirts
of
the
at.
them.
$5.99.
' That left $32.21.
it shall be a great personal sac-1 Dengue, Bilious Fever
tack
hovered
squadrons
of
cavalThe hidden guns that fired on
and Malaria.
rifice and that no other motive,
ry
the
marines
had
seen
the
day
then' were located with uncanny
than that of pure, undefiled serIt kills the germs.
The salaries of general officers took 19 cents. That
skill; they worked their auto- before, dragoons and lancers,
by
the
sparkle
marked
from
afar
left
$32.02.
matic rifles forward on each
flank until the doomed emplace- and glitter of lance heads and
There "Was put aside $5.36 in depreciation and re- ;
ment was under a scissors fire; sabres.
tirement charges to pay for the Wearing out of equipAnd forward
through
the
then they took up the matter with
ment.' That left $26.66.
the bayonet and slew with lion- wheat, the Boche lines broke and
like leaps and lunges and a his strong points rumbled; standshrill barbaric Yapping. They ing stubbornly in one place; runRentals of equipment, leased lines and joint facilning in panic at another; and
took no prisoners.
ities took $3.78. That left $22.$8.
Back with his own men again, here and there attempting sharp
Nearly every home or business propthe company whittled thin! Was counter-attacks; but everywhere
Interest payments on borroved mopey took $7.76.
erty owner sooner or later suffers a loss
That left $15.12.
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FREE!

Each and every
Saturday during
A pr II, beginning
Saturday, April 2nd
and doming Saturday, April 30th, 24
This. Freeburg's Best
Flour. Call for
Ticket.

JohnW.

4

FREE! ABSOLUTELY FREE!
Each and every Monday during adjustment sale, beginning
Flour, Indian
Get 'ctn.
FREE,
Peach. Tickets
wonder

that

For April
OE DOORS WILL BE CLOSED 1
Ryan-Miller Company's Buyers,
justing prices in each and every depot:tate
buying and stocking each and every depa

Here we Go! Come look
Eggs, Chickens, Hams, Shou
use at top prices always.
at home. We want your b
i,000 yards, good 1.1, Brown

100 ya,rtk.;
'able •iiiI do:

Domestic at

regular' wid h at

71 2c Yd.

Hoosier Domestic at 10c yd.
Good weight 40 inch Domes-

Linen.

10e yd.

tic at

4

Damask Pattern. and Ta

100 Ladies Suits
• $20 to $35 N aloes

5,000 yards Ginghams. PerDress
other
and
cales
Goods at 7'1 2c, 10c, 12'1, 15c
and 20 c pet yard.
In the following widths:27, 32 and 36 inches.

Choice at $10..00
You will ha‘e to hurry
they are real bargains.
'en'. make *cm mer.
•

10 tall Wood beds to close out at

1:to Ps i

A nice oak bed with rolled foot-board.

100'Pait

10 White Metal beds, regular height. with
.$5.95
heavy filler, to close out
$6.95
to
$7.95
Other colors

Machine to close out at cost.
451h

White

trews

Cotton

Mat-

$4.95 and $5.95

Heavy nice matting, Japan.
China to close out at 35c yd.

Insurance is Thrift

1

from fire.
Good business men 4re always protected by an insurance po,licy for they
realize that it is true thrift; offsetting
tomorrow's loss by today's,savings.
And if you never have a fire the knowledge of protection is worth all insurance
costs.

for a Live Business Man in

GEO. E. LONG

Benton

Successors to Ely & Long
"IT'S RIGHT IF WE WRITE
Mice over Bent( of Marshall County

Benton, Ky.

A Moneymaking
Opportunity

One of the ten largest manufacturers of automobiles, producing a line of six-cylinder cars ranging
from $945 to $2245, has an opening for a dealer in
Benton. This is an exceptional offer to obtain a
franchise which carries permanent opportunity for
profit. An inquiry for further information may be
directed to 26th floor, 310 South Michigan Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois. All correspondence will be held
confidential.

Dividends to the owners of the railroad for the use
.of their property accounted for $5.41, Compared
with this, takes took $6.33. After dividends and
taxes were paid, $3.88, was left out of the_ original
$100. The $3.38 left over was available for enlarging
and improving the property.
The Illinois Central System welcdmes public
knowledge of the facts about 14 busineas. It wants
the public to know that the Money eollected for
transportation is wisely and economically expended
in the produetion and improvement of service. '
Constructive criticism and suggestions are invited.
L. A. DOWNS,
President, Illinois Central System.
CHICAGO, April 1, 1927.

100 clout ;Mits.
Pure Hog Lard

The best Blue Serge suit in
the world, 6121 CURLEE,
the unlimited guarantee on
this line, in Blue. Brown,
Salt and Pepper or small
stripe at

Thu new

Mb pure cane Sugar:__ Is
51b pure can Sugair .. 3
1 lb good toffee for ..
3
ltb Best Coffee.for
3lbs. Counto Dried Appi
9
for .
21bs. Nice Head Rice
1
4 bars Palm Olive Soap
one cake free for
7 bars Laundry Soap

The Genuine White Sewing

666

fj

Sh

241bs. of

Monday April 4th,

Where the Money Goes

fr

KY

FREE!

net.

. $6.9
1001bs. Pure Cars. Sugar

$6.
NI

•

We ha‘e cotton -.teed f
"ale. Price I- toe.hi.

$23.75

We solicit and appreciate y(,w.hu
h use to house peddlers who are ni:11:ing
ci unty with churches, good schoo11
I'd we do a great deal of charity
es for you.

RY
Hardin,
•
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FREE!

Each and every
Saturday during
A pr i I, beginning
Saturday, April 2nd
and closing Saturday, April 30th, 24
tbs. Freeburg's Best
Flour. Call for
Ticket.

deep ana

prrtvitous

\

\I TO

RYAN4MILLER CO's.,

FREE!

Adjustment Sale
Showers of Bargains

Each and every Monday during adjustment sale, beginning
wonder

that

241bs. of

Flour,

Indian

Peach. Tickets FREE, Get 'em.

NEXT WEEK)
• bv J. W. Alex=
,•ounty, produced
eember with re-

FREE!

Opening Day, 20
Ms. Cane Sugar, Fri.
day April 1st.
Also 20 Ibs. Free
Closing Day, Saturday, April 30th.
Trade with us, call
for your ticket every
day.

Hardin, Ky.

FREE! ABSOLUTELY FREE!

Monday April 4th.

FREE!

FREE! ABSOLUTELY FREE!
101bs. White Syrup enc. and I
every Wednesday and Thurt*
day during our Adjustment
Wednesday.
starting
Sale,
ThursApril 6th and closing Thurs.
day, April 28th. Call for your
tickets each and every day.

For April Sale Starts Friday Apr. 1

MEM.

OUR DOORS WILL BE CLOSED THURSDAY, MARCH 31ST ARRANGING AND DISPLAYING OUR MANY BARGAINS.
Ryan-Miller Company's Buyers, Stockholders and Sales Force spent January taking and cleaning stocks, spent February adjusting prices in each and every department which is in line with the prices of Tobacco, Corn and Cotton, we spent the month of March
. department with the very newest and latest merchandise.
buying and stocking each and everi,

Here we Go! Come look through our stock and tell us if we are not right. Wanted:Eggs, Chickens, Hams,Shoulders and Bacon; anything else you have for sale that we can
use at top prices always. We strive to get our customers top prices for produce, -trade
at home. We want your business, trade with a home concern.
lit

it'

the 'Money Toes
46

1.000 yards good LL Brown
7%c yd.,
Domestic at

100 yards, Table oil cloths,

Hoosier Domestic at 10c yd.
Good weight 40 inch Domes-

Damask Patterns and Table

tic

• it

rld
,ther

•
-ther

• •

i3.

=MM.
3,000 yards Ginghams, PerDress
other
and
cales
15c
12%,
1/
Goods at 7 2c, 10c,
and 20 c per yard.
In the following widths:.
27, 32 and 36 inches.

100 Ladies Suits
$20 to $35 Values

Choice at $10.00
You will have to hurry as
they are real bargains. Get
'em, make 'em over.
$4.95

10 White Metal beds, regular height, with
$5.95
heavy filler, to close out
$6.95 to $7.95
Other colors .

,pa-‘senger
That left

The Genuine W

Sewing

Machine to close out at cost.
and the cempilation and
t••tit
.st
Payetnents for lost
;•reight triti for casiralties took $1.24.
and other general office em•
tng meals in dining and bufrestaurants used tip'i65 ceirts of every,
received -frt,tn all sources. Pen: rt t.;red employes required 30 cents. Legal
• \ra•nte amountd t 27 cents. The expense of valua• •n wors as it CCflts MiscelLrteus general exnses amounted to 39 cents. These itema totaled
;,

45th

I

White

tress

Cotton

Mat-

$4.95 and $5.95

Heavy nice matting, Japan,
China to close out at 35c yd.

The best Blue Serge suit in
the world, 6121 CURLEE,
the unlimited guarantee on
this line, in Blue, Brown,
Salt and Pepper or small

!'t

The salaries of general officers took 19 cents. That
't

stripe at
Thor. wa
aside $3.36 in depreciation and re• rattieht chary, -tOpay for the wearing out of equipThat Lk
$26.66.

$23.75

50

200 N1ashington Shirts, in
semi-dress or work, all sizes,
guaranteed and worth $1.00
Special price for April, only
90c or a pair for $1.75. Get
one each.

150 Pair Men's Overalls at
100 Pair Boys' Overalls, at

75e to $1.25
50 to 75e

The newest things in Kiddies Long pant
suits with vests, etc at

65c
101b pure cane Sugar
35c
Sib pure can Sugar
20c
llb good Coffee for
30c
1 lb Best Coffee for
3lbs. Country Dried Apples
25c
for
2tbs. Nice Head Rice ,15c
4 bars Palm Olive Soap &
35c
one cake free for
25c
Soap
Laundry
bars
7
100 Cans, 50Ibs.
Pure Hog Lard

net, of

$6.95
100Ibs. Pure Cane Sugar at

$6.95
NOTICE
We have cotton seed for
sale. Price is right.

$9.95

MEN'S SUITS
Broken Lots
$9.75
$6.75 to
100 PAIRS PANTS
95c
to $1.95
All Clothing Greatly Reduced.

100 Dress and work shirts
50 to 75c
..
300 pair /4 oz. Crown Overalls, guaranteed to wear or
a new pair, $2 values. Our
$1.50 pr.
price .

1111111411•111MINIIIIIIIIMIN11111111111=111111O
100 Pair Boys good slippers
95c pr.
shoes at .
and
Shoes, assorted sizes and
Pair
Men's Slippers and
200
styles at
75e pr.
41.33 pr.
Shoes at
200 Pair Ladies Slipper and
"REAL VALUES"
Shoes at .
95c pr.

Implements

worth from $5.00 to $10.00

Vulcan

$2795

Men's Union Alls in Lee's
and other good brands
$1.96 to $2.95

and

to

close

tools to be sold at a great
It will be money

to you to figure with us on

guaranteed

eivery week
new Spring Coats, Dresses
and Millinery for your approval in our ,Ladies
Ready-to-ll'ear d eip 4 r t-

Yes Sir, that

Line of CIJRLEES Suits in
lights or darks

for young

men at

$12.50 to $15.00
These are eye-openers, boys.

this line.

receive

ment. Give us a look.

'Sun shine

I

all

$2.50, $2.95, $3.93 and $4.95
95c

A good plow collar for

is

straw

hat'

time. Just come take a peek
at our line.

We have the

Fair leather with wool face at

.$1.00
241b Indian Peach
, 1.95
48Th Indian Peach
Bbl. Indian Peach --------7.75
1.15
241h Freeburg's Rest
2.25
48Th Freeburg's Best
Bbl. Freeburg's Best . 8.95
This is Freeburg Milling
Co's. best flour. They also
make Indian Peach.

Chattanooga

What's the use to Pay more?
We Sell for Less.

How time is collar time.

THAT WONDER FLOUR

out.

Plows and all other farming

sacrifice.

I

VI

300 pair Ladies Slippers and

Tomatoes, Beans, Corn or Hominy, can 10c
Itk3 boxes, ('el-Wel Matches, the best,
10c
3 boxes Cel-Wel soda, the best for .
101b Bucket (el-Wel White Syrup the best
401c
for
511) Bucket Cel-Wel White Syrup, the best
20c
for

100 Boys' Knee Pants Suits,
at

100 pair Children's Slippers
and Shoes, assorted sizes
25c •pr.
and styles at . .
200 pair Mimes' Slippers
and Shoes, assorted sizes &
50e pr.
styles at

Our prices are good until
our present stock is sold.
Don't wait then accuse us
of advertising something
that de didn't have, "FOR
WE HAVE IT."

/MI

A nice oak bed with rolled foot-board.

• . bridges, building
'Nat left $3S.20.
Tr.,
1..t

Linen.

10 tall Wood beds to close out at

trns-

luti,

•

10c yd.

at

regular width at 25 to 50c yd

3,000 yards Tobacco Canvas at $2.50 per 100 yards.
A good one.
8 oz. Guaranteed bed tick. 25c yd.
ing
10c yd.
Straw tick at

200 assorted,

for Work, play or Sunday,
marked down to-

10c, 15c and 25c•

500 CA NE BOTTOM
CHAIRS

A

This is the heaviest and
hest one made. A $1.50 value at
$1.25
2 yards
wide Linoleum.
pretty Spri ng patterns,
square yard
37 he
Brighten up
your home
with pretty floor coverings.
9x12 Matting Rugs . 43.95
'4.95
9xI2 Grass Rugs .
9x12 Guaranteed Gold Seal
'7.95
Rugs
Other 9‘12 Linoleum Bugs
$7.50 to 0.95
Just received
patterns.

a lot of new

4

We solicit and appreciate your'business. We want your business because we are here to serve you. Why patronize the
house to house peddlers who are making up orders or the large city mail order liouses? If you want to build your town and your
county with churches, good schools and good roads, you must cooperate with your home town merchants, We buy you marketing
and we do a great deal of charity work for our town and county. Tell us one thing the mail order house or the mail order peddler

of 4.quipment, leased lines and joint facil• ,A
7-, That left $22.8S.
Intcr•-• prcm..nts on borrw'ed money took $7.76.
•
t
i ,...alends
the owner- of the railroad for the use
tht.ir pro erty accounted for , $5.41. Compared
with this, takes took $6.33. After ;dividends and
..,x,...4 were plajii. $3.88, was left out of the original
:.‘,1 o4 t. Tht. $3,:iS left over was available for
enlarging
...nd improvirtg the property.

does for you.

RYAN MILLER CO.

Ti t Illinois Central System welcomes public
knowledge •e.1 the facts about its business. It wants
the public t know that the money collected for
transportati* is wisely and economically expended
in the produ tion and improvement of service.
Constructite criticism and suggestions are invited.
L. A. DOWNS,
President, Illinois Central System.

Hardin,

CHICAGO, April 1, 1927.
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flips
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have
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ure to make standing in school, ship, 12.50 in quantities. Clay ed seed. Treated Florida Yams,
Miss 'Agnes Gough, who is
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Present.
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FARM LOANS

NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY
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Cox's Saturday and Tater Day
Specials

i

$7.50

WHEN'S A SPOT NOT

A

SPOT.

ABSOLUTELY BRAND NEW

When Owen Bros., Removes It.

Ford Touring Car

Simple. Just send your clothes
of
to Owen Bros. And regardless
delithe nature of the spot or the
cateness of the fabric, we'll re-

R. E. FOUST
Dentist

Indian Peach flour, per bbl.
Freeburg's best flour, none better,
8.50
per barrel
per
Sugar,standard fine granulated,
6.60
100 pounds
Pure Hog lard, last call at this pricer,
6.50
can ,
Compound Lard, last call at this
5.00
price, can
Potatoes, red river seed coblers;liag. 4.50
Qt. jar prepared Mustard,a gift at . , 15c
Genuine Alaska pink salmon,2 cans. r 25c
.0 10c
Matches, 3 boxes •
10c
Shoe Polish, Jet Oil
, 15c
Corn Flakes, jump on 2 box's
Cigarettes 2 15c pkgs., any,brand . 25c
Our Dollar Watches,still going at .. 1.00
still..'..25c
Coffee advancing, Cox's best have
been paying,,

Purchased last Wednesday, to be sold

At a . Great

move it complefely.
The low cost of this service is
repaid in the better appearance
and extra wear of your clothes.

Sacrifice

We Pay Return Parcel Post

If you want a bargain in a brand new
Ford car, see this one quick. ,

If you are sick on the prices you
we suggest you try a part of our immence line of patent
medicine and follow up with our prices as a tonic hereafter.

Tichenor Chevrolet
Company

Better Teeth
Better Health

•

& Carry
Cox's Cadssh
for Less Money"
"Same Goo

Next door to Bank of Marshall County.

Calvert City,

10th and Broadway, PADUCAH, KY.
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FellOWS!

AIO MODEL of.
'recent years
has met with such
Popular favor. You,
too, will like these
threezhutton styles.
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$25 WALTHAM WATCH
20 Year Guaranteed Gold

-19-75
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t hese long %caring. comfortable Pim% Shoes Tater Dav.

The price makes them one of the
best bargains oe ha.e ever offered.

$1.85
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Come in "Tater Day" and let us
outfit vou with you Summer's supply of work clothes.
Remember we are headquarters
for "Cooper's Klosed-Krotch" Underwear,

Strow Bros.
Next door to Bank

'BEN TON,

of Benton.

Easter Will
Soon Be Here

For A Good Crow=

Sunday, April 17th

Genuine Oliver and Vulcan Plows.
Be sure you get Genuine Oliver and Vulcan repair,
Buy an International
Avery Corn Drill.
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silver,
. FREE, an Octa on-shaped,
radioligl# dial Wrist Watch.
TA ER DAY AND ASK ABOUT
BE SURE TO COME IN
G AWAY FREE THESE
GIVI
THE PLAN OF
ID WATCHES.
SPLE
TWO
balTape lines Pe ells, Day Books
FREE
etc
ts
Cricke
le
Whist
loons.

EXTRA SALES FORCE.
Souvenirs for all Men,
Women and Cihildren
I
"COME".

Genuine BuIinlev Rastus, 5-shovel cultivatoir and I I
'
tooth Scratches.
American Field Fence. Barb Wire and Smooth

Fresh and Fashionable Stocks. ,

• IN OUR BOYS' PEPARTMENT

Spring has blossomed forth in all its glory in our
Ladies Departments of Ready-to-Wear garments and
piece goods.
Come to this store and look over the handsome,
•
stylish Spring Coats, Dresses and Milliner that we are
showing. Here is not only style but also. material and
workmanship without extravagance.
Easter is just two weeks away and your apparel
should be selected now. Extra sales peol4e to wait on
you Tater Day.
-

•

Souvenirs that will be appreciated for each lady in
our store Tater Day.

SEE OUR COMIPLETE LINE OF LEATBER
CHING.
GOODS BEFORE YOU BUY:- COLLARS. BREE
BAND:
PS,
BACK
STRA
K
BRIDLES, CHOKE AND FLAN
AlI
('OLL
NS.
E
CHAI
HAYMES, CHECK LINES, TRAC
PADS AND PLOW LINES
See our complete line of ranges and cook stoves.
•
Gold Medal Field Seed, Seed oats. Seed Potatoei= and
'Onion Sets.
Corno Dairy Feed,' Starting Mash. Growing Mash.
Otits,
,Laying Mash, Chick Scratch, Griming Scratch, Rolled
Oyster Shells, Pearl Grit and Charcoal.
Autmi4obile Casings and Tubes.
Garden Rakes, Hoes, Forks and Spades.
b:eters.
• McCormick-Deering PRIMROSE Cream Sepa
here
will
(A special Demonstrator for this Separator
I
Tater Day.)
9110919EMINEMENNIONMEIMM991111Milk

Gatlin-Fergerson Co.
DEPARTMENT

Benton

KENTUCKY.

•

""ailliglial6111"41,1"."11#400gatow

Disc Harrow, Campbell or

STORE

Kentucky

14 Factory Representatives to be in our store on
Tater Day. Something doing every hour.

die
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DEMOCRATS DECIDE
TO HAVE PRIMARY

BIRTHDAY DINNER

SHARPE

SPRAY

Hotel dining room and in other
MISS, INA WALLACE SINGS
FOR LOUISVILLE DINERS leading hotels and restaurants of
that city.
Many frier* here of Miss Ina
Miss Wallace is engaged in
Wallice, formerly of Benton,
teaching music also,, and is meetwill be pleased to learn of her
with -splendid success. She
success in
Louisville muoic ing
circles. Miss Wallace, wha has a and her mother, Mrs. IA. E.'Walsplendid coloratura soprano voice, lace, moved to Louisville from
has been soloist in the Seelback Benton about a year ago.

A joyous birth day dinner at
Mr. and Mrs. Ernie Bell of Pa(Carried over from last week.) the home of C. R. Short, near
spent Sunday with Mr.
ducah,
Oak Level, Sunday, March 6, a
and Mrs. Burrell Bell.
Rev. E. M. Buck filled his reg- bountiful dinner was enjoyed.
Sunday at the
Miss Monda Free has been
The Lord was thanked for the
n 5 Minutes to De- ular appointment
Take Less
•
M. E. Church.
spending a few days with Miss
food.
cide Mod of Naming CanMrs.1 Todd Miller is on the
Be it known the people that Francis Baker.
di ate for Governor.
were there will never meet there
sick list.
Mrs. Mary Jane Lawson was
Miss; Dorothy Hill of Benton-1s gain, but we will all meet at the the guest of her daughter, Mrs.
of God.
Maud Wallace Sunday afternoon.
Loui ville, March.25. — Demo- spending the week end at home. judgment bar
present are as
were
Those
that
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Doom were
was
the
Hancock
Mary
'Miss
cratic/and Republican candidates
follows: Mr. and Mrs. C.R. Short, visitors at Mr. George Doom SunSunday.
Norman
Neva
of
guest
for tate offices will go into a
Forest $hort, of Paducah, Gertie,
Mr. Marshall Rickman has se- Estella, Mary, Freeman, (former- day.
pri ary August 6.
Mies Linnie Short has been
cured a position at the shoe fac- ly Short), Beatrice McManis of
e Democratic state executive tory. EL
visiting her grand parents, Mr.
Paducah, a daughter of Mr. Short, and Mrs. 'Burrell Bell for the
co mittee took less than five
A 1 rge number saw Galen
nutes Friday to determine the Cough do "his stuff" at .the school These are the children, Elvis, past few days.
Aunt Lucie, Joe, Hurtis, Lennie
anner by which the Democratic house last Thursday night.
Miss Lillie Bell *and Miss Linwere present. Several
Short
The
chosen.
ominees are to be
/
Short were the guest of Miss
nie
Miss l Mary Vaughn was in Pa- Short's present,. T. C. McManis,
Republican committee recently
Gallimore Saturday afterBessie
ducah 'Saturday shopping.
Alvie, Essie, Ruby,
of
voted t6 nominate by primary.
noon.
Mr. Reale Vasseur has moved Cora, M. A. Jr., Flood, of PaduCalled to order at 2:20 o'clock
Miss Pins Estes spent SaturDillard, Noble Lars, Pearl, Alvie
afternoon • by Judge to his residence near Sharpe.
Friday
day
with her grand parents, Mr.
Stanley Miller was ' in ttown cah, Geo. Evie, Oery, Will and and Mrs. Lin Smith.
Charles A. Hardin, chairman, the
Flood were present from Little
roll call and the call of the meet- Friday,
' .
Mr. and Mrs. Jonn
Cypress.
the
ing were read. William F. Klair,
is
Miss Geraldine Luton
Floods were pre- J. B. Allensworth
Several
Flood.
Lexington, presented a resolution guests of Mr. and Mrs. Jamie
Hazel
Nance of Oak
and
sent.Joe
was
It
primary.
Offers for State's
calling for the
Vaughn.
Level, Mr. and Mrs. F.. L. Matseconded by Fred Forcht,- LouisAtty. at Paducah
Miss Irene Phelps spent Sunville and on the vote, by_raising day with Mr. and Mrs. Clicg lock, Roy and Etta Arent of Oak
Dale, Hazel Ross, of Symaonia,
of hands, there was no opposition. Bailey.
•Illa Burpoe and Guy Arant of (From Kentucky New Era, HopAdjournment followed at 2:28 p.
kinsville.)
A house is always a house—but
Farley school will present a Oak Level, Otha, Floodie, Chas.
m.
the
in
in yesterday
The
Paducah
Red"
"Rasy-berry
play
and
Freeman,
Cleavie
H.
Ed.
J.
of
member
house is a home.
painted
a
' Practically every
auditorium here Sat- Ruby, Oscar and Eugene Chand- carried an announcement of the
he committee had responded to high school
We are paint experts, and can
candidacy of Honorable James B.
nig!It.
ler and Joe Hendrixson.
he call for the meeting, which urday
the
Democratic
for
Allensworth
show you how inexpensively you can
udge Hardin termed "a most MissI.Berrell Seay attended the May God's richest blessing be nomination for Commonwealth's
mportant one." A number of play at Gilbertsville Saturday with these people. I will bid you Attorney of the district composed
transform you shabby dwelling hit°
adieu.
arty leaders and candidates al- night.
of McCracken and Marshall couna home of beauty.
Guy W. Arant.
Miss ,Irene Woods was the
o were present.
formerly
Allensworth
Mr.
ties.
Monday.
guest of Mary Vaughn
WAIIREMS paints • are tough,
lived in Hopkinsville where he
Mr. Fred Titsworth is ill at
ROUTE IV
NEW ARRIVALS
pliable, weather resisting and exwas an honored member of the
his home here.
his
and
He
years.
bar
for
twenty
tremely durable. They add a hunMr. and Mrs. John Smith spent
Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Johnson and
Mr. and Mrs. Paul White,
friends
warm
many
have
family
Benton.
at
end
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Downing
irksey ROute 1, March 18th, girl the week
dred per cent to the appearance of a
Miss Lillian Woods spent Sat- were the Sunday guests of Mr. in this county who will watch
ula Jean.
with interest his race.
house—yet the cost is small.
and Mrs. Chester Downing.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Wesley Creason, urday in Paducah.
able
an
is
Mr.
Allensworth
Rickman
Frank
Mr. land Mrs.
Ted Anderson has returned
nton Route 1, March 23rd,
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. home from Detroit, where he has lawyer of wide experience in both
irl.
WHETHER YOU ARE FIGURING ON A COTcriminal and civic practice and is
been employed.i
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Mathis, Bob Woods.
regarded by all who know him as
TAGE, MANSION, BUSINESS HOUSE, WAREMr. and Mrs. Will Henson and
nton Route 1, March 11th, girl, • Randall Seay, spent the week
man of intregrity and 'woithy
a
home.
end
at
little son, Paul Thomas were the
na Arooks.
HOUSE, STORAGE HOUSE, BARN, GARAGE
motives During his residence in
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
acted as
he
often
this
county
Lee Hulen of near Calvert City.
OR HEN HOUSE WE HAVE ECONOMICAL
pro
Mr. and Mrs. D..0. Cox were Commonwealth's Attorney
tern and was frequently empleyled
PLANS THAT YOU ARE FREE TO USE.
the Sunday guests of Mr. and
a special prosecutor in critnas
Mrs. Bob Cross. ,
cases. He is a forceful speakMiss Laura Mordis spent a inal
a loyal Democrat and will
and
er
few days last week with relatives
no doubt give a giod account of
near Iiriensburg.
in the coming campaign.
Bud Hosts has returned to his himself
—Adv.
home after spending the winter in
(Incorporated)
THE UNIVERSAL CAR
the west.
800 and 1,000 acres of
Between
BENTON,
KENTUCKY
Roy Henson spent the week end
be sown in Harrisat home with his parents, Mr. and lespedeza will
on county this year.
Mrs. D. B. Walker.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Ross and
children spent Saturday night
with relatives near Aurora.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. D. Lovett and
children spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. D. L. Walker.
Mr. W. R. Lamb is improving
after a few days illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Leemon Walker
and daughter Laura Lee were the
Sunday guest of Mr. Henry Turner and family.
,Mr. and Mrs. Chestjr' Downing
and children were in,Benton Saturday.
••Did you ever stop to think how many
Miss Debra Ivey spent the week'
things you need and Want that you could
end in Benton.
Mr. and Mrs. Java Gregory and
buy for $150.00. With this sum of money
Mr. and Mrs. Reed Wel,
children,
you can outfit the entire ,family with new
ker and children and Mr. and
clothes and lay in a good supply of groNrs. Verge Walker, all were the
Sunday
afternoon guest of Mr.
things.
other
ceries or do many
and Mrs. Curt Noles and family.
Miss Irene Rudolph is spending
this week with relatives in BenWhen you buy a Ford car you spend for your autoton.
mohile transportation $150 LESS to begin with, then you
Miss Eunice Cox was the Sunsave on the difference in TAX: the difference in TIRE COST;
REPAIRS; the difference in DEday afternoon uest of Miss Leola
the difference ('OST
Notes.
PRECIATION: the difference in GASOLINE COST and the
Mr. and Mrs. Plumie Rudolph
difference in LICENSE COST every day that you own your
and children were the Sunday
Ford car.
Sunday is not mesely a day of physical rest, of relaia
guests of Mr.'and Mrs. Cleve Ruthe activities of life, but consecrated to the worship
from
ing
dolph and family.
FORD
a
Because we stress the SAVINGS in buying
of your Lord and Master, according to the,dictates of your own
and in (operating it, don't he led to !believe that you are not
BIRTHDAY DINNER
conscience.
getting VALUE. COMFORT AND BEAUTY.
The Ford car now has an a I-steel body. Pyroxylin
. Last §unday, March 20th, the
There is a church of your choice 41 Marshall county,
Finish, Holly Hot-plate carburetor dInd many other improvefriends and relativeii gathered at
ments that make greater value. 'the great resources and
the home of Mr. J. W. Petway of
probably in your very neighborhood. If *ou have not been attremendous production of the Ford Motor Co. make this
Ha:din Route 2, to celebrate his
the services there, determine how that you and all your
tending
great-value ear at so low a price.
69th birthday. At noon the table
vas set with every good thing to
family shall do so in the future.
eat which every one present
brought a basket of victuals after
Past performance, cpst and up-keep
The church wants to help men and women, it is willing
the
feast was over and the table
have proved beyond queStion that a Ford
cleared the Baptist preacher, Rev.
to go the limit to do so, but it can help you more if you give it a
car will give greater satisfaction in this
(?ornall of Murray, delivered a
better opportunity to do so.'
nice sermon, those present were:
community than any other car, regardBart Petway, wife and 2 sons,
less of price.
Nliss Wanata and Margaret McIntush, of Paduch, Ida Love and
Miss Bertie Roach of Birmingwhich is animated only by,
"To be of no church is dangerous.
ham, Owen Petway, wife and chilfaith and hope, will glide by degrees ouri)f the Mind unless it he in,sren of Calvert City, Mr. and
vixorated and reim pressed by external ordinances, b), stated calls to wor.Mrs. Mickey Johnson, Mrs. Edna
Borders, Mrs. Lou Johnson, Mr.
ship, and the salutary influences of example.
Johnson.
and Mrs. Hardin Bynrs and four
chilaren, Mr. and Mrs. Don Lee
and three children and Mrs.
Martha Dunn.
THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED BY THE FOLLOWING INDIVIDUALS:.
Everyone enjoyed theirselves
considering the rainy day, about
four o'clock the. crowd began to
depart for their homes, Wishing
Uncle Willis many more happy
birthdays.
ONE WHO WAS PRESENT:
"Authorized Ford Sales & Service"
The Todd County Poultry AsCALVERT CITY, KY.
BENTON, KY.
Qociation has been shipping large
numbers of eggs for its members.

radticah,

PAINT

Makes a Home

Treas Lumber Co.

• What Can You
Buy For$150.00

c

Hear The Call of
Church on Sunday
Morning!

•

While in Town Tater
Day Come in and See
Today's Ford car!

H. A. MILLER A. N. DUKE
CLINT R. SMITH
•

Draffen Motor Co.

Ulm•mi...m•

1

M. E. REVIVAL TO
BEGIN ON MAY 1ST

In Belle
BV GAL
‘1 ,- mber.

6th M
U. S. .

Rev. T. W. Lewis, of Paducah, To
Deliver Series of SerReady! Fire!' Then as if —tit
mone Here.
crashing of hug. towers and th
earth trembling under them, th
Arrangements '.re being made ,hells of both sides. bursting
for a series of revival services tearing hundred to bits. Molts,
which will begin at the Benton lead pouring from machine gun.
Methodist church on Sunday, the ripping bodies into as if th
powers of the War Gods had use
first day of May.
The Rev. T. W. Lewis, pastor of a aythe.
the Broadway Methodist church, But at that, the dominabl
of Paducah, will deliver the ser- fighting spirit, the dterrninatio
mons. He will be assisted by the and bravery of the soldiers, y
Rev. K. G. Dunn, pastor of the of the Germans, for men the
local church, and the singing will as the American , fought wit
be led by J. B. Richardson, of bravery and for their country
the same as we. For why could w
Clinton, Tenn.
An invitation will be extendeo as an ihdividuai, hold a prejudic
to everyone to take part in the against such in war? Howeve
came and then eve
t
meeting and large audiences will clo
&chine gun spat out h..
be expected to hear Dr. Lewis,
I.
who is one of the most powerful lead as if in t:eathly stream
we?
few
a
just
but
for
poison,
preachers in the Methodist cona ble to pass, but then to elevat
ference.
and give indirect tire or to dim
Approximately 20,000 dewberry the gun to hit every advancin
plants have been, sold in Mc- man required more skill pat
Cracken county, and plans con- thought than one had time fo
template shipping dewberries in In the clash seem to come Ge
mans from everywhere, the
callots wit year.
Montgomery seemed to 'Surround you The
About ! half of
he
c-vered with marl came the old trusty automati
county can
with less than a three-mile haul, The Colt 45, the seven shel.
from beds located by the county within must count for tw, ext •
agent since the first of the year. clips, was all one had, and as •
The Central City Bad of spat t1ey dropped and ,then %Nil
Trade will give 641 pigs to junior a blee ing body from torn ba.
agricultural pig club boys and onets tabs or slashes frm to
entaghtnents, one would seem.
girls in Muhlenberg county.
Amderson county' farmers are almost I pass into darkness, b
considerable there ivaa that somethiris th
planning to sow
alfalfa, 'eemed to stick, to help lb, pi
sweet
clover,
of
aereages
aitn of thought. - m olli,f
Jan clover and other pasture and servati
unseen guardw. ir t,
like
;hay crops.

MULES WANTED
Will be in Benton, Mqnday April
to buy two car loads of t'inulos from I t ,)
12 years old.

• E -J. PEARCE

for

All Purposes
In Our Yard or at
Immediate Call!

No matter what clas-. ivality.
,or quantity of Lumber you May
heel for your spring building
and repairing, we carry it in our
yard Or know where v.-e can get
it immediately.
. Estimates on any . Lumber ii 11
be furnished promptly
rwithout charge or obligRtion.
sWe am in _the lumber business
to serve you at a very modelv.h
tpargin of profit. We want you]
. business and are anxious to di
Anything we can to.4.iolve youi
-building- problems.

Let Us Fill Your Lumber
Bill Tater Day

O. Brandon
Limber Company
"The Home of Good Wood Goods"
KENTUCKY
BENTON

Ammer

, APRIL 1, 1921.
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Hotel dining room and in othet
MISS 1NA-WALLACE SINGS
FOR LOUISVILLE DINERS leading hotels and restaurants qf
that city.
r.t Many friends here of Miss Ina
Miss Wallace is engage+ in
Nir
1,
rtnerly of Benton',
teak.-hing music also, and is meetill, be pleased to learn of heT
ing with splendid success. She
:,.;cc,••.:
mussic
in
Louisville
r, Mrs. L. E.'Wal, Ir‘ !•-• .Mis Wallace, wha has a and her mothe
lace. moved to Louisville from
,plc• (1H coloratura st)prano
,(st in the Seelbaek Benton about a year ag,
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M. E. REVIVAL TO
BEGIN ON MAY 1ST

In Belleau Woods
BY GALEN H. COUGH
Member, 6th Machine Gun Battalion,
U. S. Marine Corps

Egar
RER
YOR
EPA
TIR
ATI
HER
aRE
faf
r,t
TERRACING TEAM
M-m-m!
It's Good
.
,
(Continued from page 1)

are running demonstrations in
this work. The County Agent
Rev. T. W. Lewis, of Paducah, To
Of course our sodas
d out a terrace Monday on II
stake
must be
Deliver Series of Serare good, for our
Ready! Fire! Then as if the wits one one in a fight
the farm of L. A. Ross near Aurdo
one
could
What
Here.
mons
clerks are skilled at
crashing of hug. towers and the with him.
ora on a 25 acre field that had not
dozen
half
a
earth trembling under them, the; when two, or even
preparing delicious
been in cultivatin for over 30
Arrangements i.re being made shells of both sides, bursting, seemed to be fighting you, some years. This field was badly erodcold drinks of which
for a series of revival services tearing hundred to bits. Molten slashingwith bayonets and others ed. but with properly caring for
your palate never
Ah! but
which will begin at the Benton lead pouring from machine guns, with Trench knives?—
buildsoil
using
and
s into as if the when the "darky" uses his razor, the terraces
tires.
Methodist church on Sunday, the ripping bodie
ces, this field will be
Gods had used so could you picture our boys ing practi
War
the
s
of
power
of
state
May.
of
high
a
first day
back into
with their little three edged brougnt
Give Yourself a Treat
The Rev. T. W. Lewis, pastor of a sythe.
ation.
cultiv
s
inche
ten
t
Abou
able
.
knife
domin
h
trenc
the
that,
at
But
h,
churc
the Broadway Methodist
The Brewers Junior Agricultur
Step in Tater Day—any time—A de,
ing spirit, the dterrnination long, and believe me, when I say
afternoon
y
Frida
meets
of Paducah, will deliver the ser- fight
Club
al
bigthe
the soldiers, yes a stab with this baby put
lightful confection from our fountain, a
club members in the
mons. He will be assisted by the and bravery of
The
2:00.
at
to
seem
would
they
they
,
men
gest to sleep
ns, for
Grove mthmunity will
glass of chilly goodness, a sundae or dish
Rev. K. G. Dunn, pastor of the of the Germa
fought with almost pile on top but one stab Walnut
,
can
Ameri
the
as
will
ng
Satur
ing
singi
the
and
build
local church,
at the school
of ice cream will give you renewed vigor
for their country, and they would flop. Gee! but at meet
at 9:00, and the
ng
be led by J. B. Richardson, of bravery and
morni
ls.y
a
and
game,
great
we
a
that it was
the same as we. For why could
for the day's work.
Junior AgricultClinton, Tenn.
prejudice good one to be out of—writing Howaidli Grove
a
hold
,
idual
an
indiv
as
deu
afterexten
day
be
will
An invitation
ural club meets Satur
st such in war? However about, instead of baying it to do
at 2:00.
to everyone to take part in the again
noon
even
over again.
came and then
meeting and large audiences will closer they
to
Now in the hottest—Coming
ne gun spat out hot
be expected to hear Dr. Lewis, as the machi
of our right, the Tanks. A massive
m
strea
ly
death
in
ir
as
lead
y and must be considered as
who is one of the most powerful
thing (almost frenz
d
were
ructe
few
"The Store of Personal Service"
const
a
just
steel
but
for
n,
poiso
one, would feel if in such or wipreachers in the Methodist cony
Count
our
as
te
large
eleva
as
to
time
then
ten
but
able to pass,
tions. With apolo
KENTUCKY
ference.
e- der such condi
BENTON,
and give indirect fire or to direct road contractors) and large to gies for the letter, yet thinking it
to hit every 'advancing nough for a crew with pits
might be of interest to some one,
-------Approximately 20,000 dewberry the gun
more skill and slam out bombs, grenades and especially the presumption that I
red
requi
man
Mcin
sold
been
plants have
out
ng
spitti
than one had time for. two machine guns,
felt, I might return. Thus the
Cracken county, and plans con- thought
Ger- the hottest of lead. But so near
come
to
seem
clash
the
In
in
letter:template shipping dewberries
mans from everywhere, they these tanks seemed to come
carlots next year.
and
s
bodie
Then crushing over dead
Montgomery seemed to surround you.
About 'half of
atic. occasionally running over a pit,
autom
y
trust
old
the
came
marl
county can be covered with
shells
seven
wherein a few bodies of live men
the
45,
with less ; than a three-mile haul, The Colt
ve
n must count for two extra were buried under the massi
from beds located by the county withi
and
had
it
speed
it
for
as
and
structure,
all one had,
agent since the first of the year. clips, was
ed and then with its weight crushed in the pit
dropp
they
spat
of
Board
City
al
The Centr
body from torn bay- and caved in the man-holes.
Organizations or farmers and
Trade will give 60 pigs to junior a bleeding
from the Nearer and nearer — then in business men are actively cooperes
slash
or
stabs
onets
and
boys
agricultural pig club
thing
entaglements, .one would seem ,to front, the bulging of the
ating with agricultural agents in
girls in Muhlenberg county.
but
ess,
as big as a huge building ,
d
darkn
seeme
into
pass
t
almos
many counties in Kentucky in
n and Tobatco
Anderson county farmers are
that and then the front plunged up- promoting the raising of better
We wish to call the attention of the Cotto
hing
somet
that
was
there
le
derab
consi
cing these
of
produ
labor
planning to sow
and
;
cost
e
this
farmers to the comparativ
to stick, to help the, pre- ward—Oh boy! — Imagine
livestock. Purebred sires are bethem.
acreages of sweet clover, alfalfa, seemed
for
ned
obtai
have
to
s
and
price
pit
crops and the
of thought, something to plung over the
ing obtained for farmers at reaJap clover and other pasture and servation
guardian for the the luck to witness this. Dug out sonable prices and assistance givn
unsee
an
like
hay crops.
year 'ham been
was under our pit, one of those' en in other ways in putting the
The price of tobacco raised here this
were
we
as
and
large, spacy ones
about the same as cotton.
livestock industry on a more proin the hottest of the fight, the fitable basis.
of extra labor,
men were out, and then was the
which
a survey
When you consider the large amount
Following
this
see
to
of tobacco
ience
pound
ce a
happiest of exper
showed that there were 141 scrub
time, and care that it requires to produ
to
cotton is
down
m
where
botto
,
.tee
crash
can
er
you
monst
bells in Pendleton county, a
rather than a pound of cotton,
crop.
dugout burying the rear into ; three-day campaign resulted in
money
the
your
much more profitable as
Will be in Benton, Monday April 4th,
the mud. But faithfully the gun-I 102 farmers promising to replace
ners stuck to their position, the scrubs with purebreds. A scrub'
to
hot lead pouring out but in mid sire trial was held to :-arouse into buy two car loads of mules from 4
It takes 20 cent tobacco to ()mull 5-cent
air, falling uselessly into space. terest among the stock raisers. I
Cotton.
Then on the left the advancing ; Campbell county now has but
12 years old.
of the tramps, the infantry, hand
years
two
we nine scrub bulls, while
grenades, and to this fight
riced 60 cents
ago there were 119 in the county.
We have on hand seed for planting—p
will drop the present battle ,bring Plans have been made to run the
and see us for
call
you
per bushel—and will be glad to have
ing ethers, recalling the hottest I last scrub out of the county this
E.
STOR
CO.
these seed at J. D. PETERSON &
of fights at night and revising.
year.
How beautiful the night — air
A committee of farmers and the
battlost appear. To•rsee them from Jackson Kiwanis club are coa distance, and how dreadful at operating with the county agent
close range. Laying under full in a campaing to free Breathitt
Moon, waiting word to go over County from scrub sires this year.
the top—Then one has time to' Union county gained national
think over everything. The Vast,' fame last year by announcing to
4
present and expecting the worst ' the world that' it had chased the
r
age
Mat
EE,
ACR
M.
R
most
the
about
So
for the future.
last scrub bull across its bouninteresting thing is to watch the dary. It was the first county in
air fights.
the United States to accomplish
iShells bursting, first at a this feat.
small exploding shell, that seemed miles away, then another fol•
lowing it and so on until hundreds of smoke clouds could be
seen, one behind the other. They
seem to be tracing an object,
then could be seen the search
light. The powerful light so constructed to get the location of
the planes. Then closer they
came and closer yet, then one
could hear a hum, a most peculair
on and off sound, so distinct to
that of the German planes. Then
closer they came and — /loom!
rity of the
Crash! a bombardment most disBy printing the tickets for the majowe
tructive and perilous to American
are able
awberry Growers of Marshall county
soldiers. From the huming planes
Str
carne bombs and then under-covm*e the following low prices.
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what relief it was to get way
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mit for this as a conclusion the
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Strow Drug Co.

PAINT

bite's
(1(I

Makes a Home

.k house is!always a house—bnt
A painted house is a home.
We'are paint experts, and can
-;!low you how inexpensively you can
transform you shabby dwelling into
a home of beauty.
WARREN'S paints are tough.
pliable, weather resisting and extremely durable. They add a hunred per cent to.the appearance of a
yet the cost is small. .
Hie

MANY FARMERS ARE
GIVING UP SCRUBS

HETHER VOL ARE FIGURING ON A ('OT'F ‘i,E. N1ANSIUN. BUSINESS HOUSE, WARE1101 SE, STORAGE HOUSE, BARN, GARAGE
HEN HOUSE WE

MULES WANTED

HAVE ECONOMICAL

1'1 %Ns THAT YOU ARE FREE TO USE.
1

Treas Lumber Co.
KENTUCK
-

n -0-awn*.

The Call of
rch on Sunday
ruing!
mewl a day of physical rest, df relaxif,-ities of life, but consecrated to the worship
H,1 Mater, according to the dictates of your own
1'
r choice in Marshall county,,
chn
- rch of youood. If .you have not been at--!
In% cry
neighborh
there, determine how that you and all your
, in the future.

1

.ch wants to help Men and women, it is willin
but it can help yOu more if you give it
v tu do so.

i

'
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1111:rfF1) BY THE FOLLOWING INDIVII•t

l.s:-

MILLER A. N. DUKE
CLINT R. SMITH
.t•r-4-•sArr

Cotton or Tobacco

E. J. PEARCE

1

for

All Purposes

Benton Cotton Co.

Strawberry Growers
Attention

In Our Yard or at
Immediate Call!

1000 Tickets $1.25
500 Tickets, $0.75

Order By May, 1 •

Let Us Fill Your Lumber
Billt Tater Day

0. Brandon
Limber Company

See Samples at Our Office

The Tribune-Democrat
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--4Baffling high waters' and poor
roads, a McLean county woman
rode a horse three miles, rowed
a boat a mile and walked two
miles, to attend a meeting of
junior agricultural dui) leaders.

were attending get-together day the west side was numbered a- eye. Ile has not been able to see Darnall of Gilbertsville were in
mong the business callers here in several days and little hope is Calvert Sunday. The young men
at Benton Saturday.
held for the siiiht of his eye.
are members of Teachers College
Java and Charley Edwards of Saturday. •
After all, spring is here once Maple Springs were here SaturAmas York and J. J. Stone
Mr. W. J. Young and Mr. Bud of Murray.
more, and the farmers are inclin- day morning.
transacted business at Hardin Dezern motored to Scale Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Nash and
ed to believe that this will be a
for a visit to Mr. and Mrs. 0. E.
resides Saturday.
Reynolds
who
Clarence
ghter, Miss Mayme were the
great year with them, and that
Mr. and Mrs. John Nimmo were Gilliam. Mr. Gilliam is much im- 4 1 1,
south of Oak Ridge was shopping
of Mr. and Mrs. James
uest
this season is the "Reveille" and here Saturday.
proved, his friends will be glad Ir
shopping in Benton Friday.
longed for defination to their
Sunday.
Straffer
Route
know.
Hardin
of
to
Lovie Brown
Mr. and Mrs. John Crosby ano
prosperity.
and
Nerve
here
caller
Driskill
Mr.
SatMr.
business
a
was
2
Anna
Miss
Marshall and Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Crosby also
Anyway let's hope son and
Livingston
of
Terron
Clarence
urday.
Clarence W. Berry were married
attended get-together day at Benpush onward for that answer.
Misses Grace and Edna Brown county were in Calvert Monday Sunday at E8(1. J. M. Green. Esq.
ton.
Sunday was such a pretty day, ..Mr. and Mrs. Vax Henson were were week end visitors with Mrs. on business.
Any physician Intik tell, you that
Green read an impressive cereDr. L. E. Smith and Mr. J. A.
both Sunday schools showed a in the Hamlet addition Thurs- Myrtle Wyatt.
"Perfect Purification of the System
mony.
is Nature's Foundation tif Perfect
wonderful increase in attendance. day.
Jim Lovett and W. R. Burpoc Green were in Benton Monday on
and
Mr.
Ben
Mrs.
Karnes
of
Health." Why not rid yourself of
business.
collections.
and
class work
Mr. and Mrs. N. L. Wyatt spent and little son junior were in Benailments tnat are underminchronic
Calvert
Route
2,
were
business
The Moder* Woodmen has orEveryone is cordially invited to the week end with Mr. and Mrs. ton Saturday morning.
vitality? Purify your CHyour
ing
visitors here Wednesday.
by taking a thorough
system
Bill Ross was in Hardin Tues- ganized a baseball team at Calcome and hear Bro. Carlton at Solie Johnston of Oak Ridge.
tire
Messrs. Jack and Cecil Davis course of Calotabs,--once or twice a
vert to be known as the M. W. A.
the Baptist church Sunday.
Miss Helen Stone spent Thurs- day shopping.
several weeks—aid see how
Miss Pauline Watkins who has Sluggers. They've been doing and Misses Ellen Cloud and Hazel week forrewards
Mrs. Dodson of Murray spent day afternoon with relatives near
you with health.
Nature
Thompson
of
Princeton,
also
been ill with measles is up again. some good playing.
Calotabs are the greatest of all
the week end here with friends. Union Ridge.
Mr. Edward Williams of Padu- Misses Mary and Anna Craig of system purifiers. Get a family packWilliam 0. Henson and little spent the week end with relatives
A. R. Jones traveling salesman
Kuttawa were the guest of Mr. age, containing full directions. Only
was in Calvert Monday.
cah
of Tennessee who represenfrg the grand son Milburn were transact- near Paducah.
(Adv.)
Bir- and Mrs. L. W. Davis Sunday.
of
Goodloe,
Dorothy
35 cts. At any drug store.
Miss
W.
of
daughter
little
Tuesday.
Agnes
Benton
at
business
ing
St. Joseph remedies was here
her
visiiting
is
Alabama
mingham
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Jones of Watkins has been real sick with
Saturday.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. E. GoodMr. and Mrs. Kermit Harrison near Aurora spent the week end the flu.
be.
Guy
and
HenJones
Watkins
Reed
of
L.
S.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
with
here
spent several days last week with
Mr. and Mrs. Sid Peel of Route
Eggners Ferry were here SaturMrs. Harrisort's parents, Mr. and son.
were in Calvert Sunday.
2,
W. R. Lovett transacted busi- day enroute to Benton.
Mrs. W. F. Henson.
Bright of Paducah is visitMiss
Grace
daughter,
and
afterCole
Will
Saturday
Benton
at
ness
Will Watkins was a business
Roy Coursey this week.
Mrs.
ing,
Adair also attended the big day
noon.
caller at Benton Tuesday.
Lizzie
Mrs.
Lyon of Benton
Marion McGrew who resides on at Benton Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Norwood
Miss Nancy Farice Stone, the was here Sunday evening.
Mr. J. M. Howard of Paducah,
little daughter of Mr. and Mis.
his mother, Mrs. C. J.
visited
Jack Stone has been on the sick
list but is able to be up and out Nation Sunday.
Miss Mayme Johnson and Mrs.'
again.
Schmidt were the Sunday
Sam
Mr. and Mrs.' Dan Lee spent
the week end with Mr. and Mrs. guests of Mr. and Mrs. M. J.
Draffen.
J. D. Jackson.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Govie Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Lovett are
gets Relief From Indigestion, Sluggish Liver and Run..
and family of Benton were welbaby
new
a
proud
of
the
parents
down Condition, Regains Health. Takes Tanlac
a.
boy born last week, both mother come visitors here Sunday.
Gilbertsof
Gillahan
Reba
Miss
W. M. Ashby,11475o. 18th Street,
and babe now seem to be doing
Louisville, Ky., a popular traffic
ville was the guest of Mr. and
fine.
officer, says:"After months of sufferDorsey Hill and K. York trans- Mrs. Roy Coursey Sunday.
ing from stomach and liver troubles,
Mr. George Smith of Benton,
I regained good health, new strength
acted business in Ilardin last
and energy ... Thanks to Tanlac."
was a pleasant visitor in our
week.
"I had lost 25 pounds in less than
Elzie Warren of, the Unity ad- town Sunday. Ile was enroute to
5 months and had got to whese I
never felt like going on duty. I had
dition was here ISaturday en- Eddyville on business which will
lost all appetite for food. And a ugconsume several days.
route to Paducah.
gish liver supped my strength so tiliat
Messrs. Lionel Curter and Roy
Mrs. Jim Borders of Hardin
I always felt weigik and tired4 I
Aft
getting
dragged through the days,
Route 2, was a week end visitor —
I MP
I
weaker, having dull headaches that
samaisaisaaaampasassamassaaaa di
here.
became inure frequent. Then came
a
was
Lamb
Lawrence
week
the time when I had to get relief'
end guest of friends near Oak
"I tried.Tanlac. And the results
amazed me. I began to sleep better
Ridge.
You0
eat my food with relish and without
. Lucille Ande;son of Mur- a
herbs. The first bottle usually brings
suffering from indigestion pains.
dull feeling
wonderful relief from pain. Keep up
ray spent Saturday and Sunday- I
a
gained weight.
the treatment and you grow stronger,
"I now enjoy robust health, sleep
here with her parents, Mr. and:
healthier, more robust.
• "MY old stand-hy is Thedford's
like a child. For ,eontinued good
Mrs. Modie Burnett.
Don't neglect your health, dun't
Black-Draught—I have used •
•
health, for keeping strong everylme
&
•
Miss Lilly Rose of the
Joppai: it off and on for about 20 years," i
suffer from pain needlessly, begin takshould take this wonderful totiie.'
.
a a
now.
Ask
me
tonic
your
wonder
this
ing
of
thousands
helped
Tan lac has
district spent the later half of.says Mr. W. S. Reynolds, of I!
druggist for Tanlac—today!Over 40
N db
men and women. It is Nature's own
last week eher with her aunt IL R. F. D. 2, Arcadia, La.
•w
sold.
bottles
million
remedy made from roots, barks and
4
bad
a
have
a
and
bilious
get
"I
Mrs. Lena Jork.
I taste in my mouth. My head 1
Fred
itsworth,
prominent •
I
for toughness ang
i feels dull. I don't just feel like •
stock man Of near Paducah was •
s
• getting around and doing my •
in our midst the later part of the • work. I know it isn't laziness,
resiliency and the famous GOOD'•
week looking for cattle and hogs.
but biliousness.
.
Mrs. Lou 'Johnson has received a "So I take a few doses of Black- n•
YEAR
ALES-WEATHER TREAD for
word from Centrallia, Ill., saying 1 Draught and when it acts well, I •
V. A. STILLEY, JR.
that her son Cecil Johnson and N get up feeling like new—lull of 1
•
traction arid wear. A combination
pep' and ready for any kind of a
a0
wife are both seriously ill there, ili
a work.
.w
their many friends, of here hope i "I can certainly recommend it." 1•
that spells:maximum economy and
Dentist • In case of biliousness and other al
for them a speedy recovery.
4
Fred Thompson, R. H. W,yatt 1 disagreeable conditions due to I gai•
safety for winter motorists. Get
and Thomas Stone left for St. a an inactive liver, Black-Draught i w
UMW
i helps to drive the poisonous imis now located
Louis, Mo., Friday Where they •
our
price on your size.
a purities out of the system and a
will seek employment.
1 tends to leave the organs in a 1
J. W. Barnett who spends the s state of normal, healthy activity. I
in
winters in Florida has just reBlack-Draught is made entirely 1
turned to his old home place near a
1 of pure medicinal roots and herbs a
11•
A and contains no dangerous or .
here.
I
i
can
It
drugs.
mineral
harmful
a
Rudolph
transacted
business
STILLEY BLDG., SOUTH SIDE COURT
I be safely taken by everyone.
i
1•
at Ella
IFIchidtarya
a Sold everywhere. Price 25c. • Aft
SQUARE
Lon O'Bryan vas a business II
Calvert City, Ky.
calle: at Benton Thu:sday
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Renew Your Health
by Purification
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Get Supertwist:
s•
All-Weather both.
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Mi.'s

Watch
Elimination!
Good Health

Depends Upon

Good

ETENTION of bodily waste in

R

AA. the blood is calli'd •loxa owtclition.- This often gives rke'to a
dull,languid feeling and,sortietimes,
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through this place Monday
route tra see her husband.
Milladine Johnston spent
Mrs. Rita Norwood and little week end with !mine folks.
daughter Hazel, are spending the
Benton Claylon will leave
week with her grand father, Mrs,
Detroit 'Friday.
Jack Nelson.
Mrs. 'Horace Beasley is visitSHARPE
i
ing her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
----Will Harrison.
The 'Earley school present
Lewis Lilly was in this com- play at. Sharpe Saturday n
munity this week
thsre was a large crowd atten
Mr. Lowery Rains and young
Miss Rlith Henderson spent
Mr. Kelly of Golden Pond were week e.nd with her father. at
at Aurora Sunday.
din, Ky,
''-Mrs. Frank Turner has been
Mr. A. F. Travis' and fa
right sick for the last week, but spent Sunday with his rfl()
is improving now.
Mrs. H. A. Travis at Height
Euliih Rickman who i
Mr. and Mrs. Chester McDaniel
visited Benton Clayton Friday.
totaling school at Murray, s
,,
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ekoh(‘nd
Mr. and Mrs. E. Garret of Pon- them::j
toct, Miss., spent a few days last
week with, Mr. and Mr.: Temple
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Tam
Pradder
ucit.li oSni(tit;:ne
been right eiric; .42
Charley Clark is now in Sh14:11-irTs.'se.1%let Tarry ‘',.;1` i he II
her daughter ant catier of , Miss I:ernice .
with
Paducah
Robbye who has
Miss' Inez Cornwell, B.
. Mrs. Jack Norwood and !Ars.
Lillian \
Emp. Parish visited their father,1 Alexander and
Sunday;.
Wednesiisky.
SharPduc
Nelson
noi:tmored t'
'A. J.
Town, m
Fred King, of ca lio,,,„0.
p
The lei s scouts of
was at Aurora Sunday.
'_
meeting,
.Spent
White
Vivian
the
regular
Miss
hold their
week end with, Mr. and Mrs. day night.
Sam Jones. .
_ Miss Lucille Harper wi.
Owensboro,
of
Robinson
M r.
the sick list, last week.
the right-ofThe Sharpe school has
Was looking over
way this week makitig plans to. the
pounced .that Mis!, Neill., k
ale ditei ;,!
on the Marshall county pro- dolph i ;: Vu;
ri:
i- a I tii at,
tAhrelinseeniSotraitilia,!:,
ject.
passed,
Mrs. Skit Fergerson

AURORA

PILLS

Stimulant Diuretic to the Kidm
rooter-Maburn

N

1iency

1

•

•

J. M. T1CHENOR BOONS

CALVERT CITY

Good Teeth — Good Health

7

it

i

BENTON FILLING STATION;
w

.I II C

File& & Stilley
Benton, Ky.

Fune)al Directors
Embalming

Motor Service :Free
Fred Filbeck

1

FERTILIZER

—
Rev, Sansen filled his 'regular
appointment at the M. E. church
Sunday morning
and Sunday
night.
Woodrow Mofield, small S011
of Mr. and Mrs. Mofield, was carried to Paducah Saturday morning to have his eye treated, which
was badly injured by his little
cousin, W. T. Stice, by throwiing
a paper wad, which hit him in the

.t*%%Tt'ARAIRPRATOARAi%

Benton, Ky.
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J. M. JOHNSON

i
:

LIVER MEDICINE
•
Limmiumm•••■mmii: ••••••••••••••••••••••••

MARSHALL CIRCUIT COURT
Alva Miller, Admr. ,of J. W.
Provine, deceased ...... Plaintiff.
VS: Order .of Reference
Alton Provine, et al
Def't.
On motion of Attorney for
Plaintiff it is ordered that the
above styled action be and it is
hereby referred to C. B. Cox,
Master Commissioner
of this
Court to take proof of the liabilities arid assets of the decedent,
J. W. Provine, deceased, iisid it
further erckered that all creditors It
of the said decedent, J. W. Pro- UI
vine, appear before the said Commissioner on or before the 4th.
day of April 1927 and prove their
claims or be forever 'barred there
after.
Dune by me persuant to Sec- ii
tion 431 of the CiVal Code of
Practice of Kentucky, this the
16th day of March 1927.
A. N. DUKE,
Clerk Marshall Circuit Court:

I will have a car of fertilizer, Monday
April 4th. Come at car, while cheap.

0

i
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Come in Tater Day nd get yop • share of the Big Bargains we
,I
1
.5
I
are offering.
Remember that we a\te bought theAV. L. Gibson stock of merChandise in the Griffith building arid are sacrificing this fine
stock to get our two stocks into one; Some of•this merchandise from the Gibson store is going for as little as 60 cents on %
the Ddllar. We have i this store rriany, high-grade shoes for,
all the family that vie are selling- lot just a fraction of their!
t I
cost.
(Mr. Houser has been in St. Louis sine the first of this week buying new _merchandise and a great deal ofl his has alrea y been received and added to our stocks
for selling this week end and Tater Day. Come and see these new things.

RILEY- & HOUSER

OSITION:

It' you takc the Drauglym Training, the
training that i,usinraa men tnikirsa. You
take it at college or by meth Write today/
aaauonOra PhACTICAL BrSINEM MIAMI
•
Ysthicai.

ran

Benton,
.

STAUNCH SCREENS

FOR "TATER DAY"

GOOD ammo&

Secured or Your money Bach

Re Ready .for the Fly 01,11:(•

TWO STORES

Kentucky

if

4

The time to put up screens is befo
the flies become numerous. In othe
words, lock the stable before the horse
stolen.
The first warm days now 'ill .s
many flies—some have already appeare
Keep them out—keep your home healti
and liveable with well screened windo‘
and doors. Especially if you have babi
Or children in -your home, shbuld you u
utmost protection, from flies--for th
are the worst enemies children have
the world—carry filth and germs of di
ease.

Treas Lumber C
(Incorporated)

"From Foundation to Roof, We Have It

S.

71111•spipsopuspersori

,

ease

•••••lespessaaggailalasanneesoseggooneowewernerse

,
, APRXL 1, 1927.
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Renew Your Health
by Purification
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You Get Supertwist•:
:
•& All-Weather both•
L.•

!•

:

SUPERTWIST for toughness and
resiliency and'Ahe famous GOODYEAR ALL-WEATHER TREAD for
.!.
.1• traction and wear. A combination
w
.a ink
that spells maximum economy and
• safetry for winter motorists. Get
•
•
▪• ai
our price on your size.
w
•
.:•
•
• J. M. TICHENOR MONS
.:•
Calvert City, Ky.
.:•
•

.R MEDICINE

Both Stain and Varnish

•
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Benton Motor Company

PILLS
he,i.
Five storied houses haveharbo,
60c
the
Ostia,
at
unearted .
c to the Kidneys

Stimulant Diureti

Foster-Milburn C Mfg. Chem.. Buffalo, N. Y.

n of ancient Rome.
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OR A

NEVER BEFORE

•
A Real Custom-Tailor Cloth
'in

STAUNCH SCREENS

FOR "TATER DAY"
the Big Bargains we

have, bought tilt.- \\". L. Gibson stock of mer;ritrith'Imildin .4. and ',4tre sacrificing this fine
tocks into one. -'Some of this merchan;i:,,,ii „tore is go hig' for as little as 50 cents -on
have in this sto:e many'. high-grade shoes for
hat we are sellin for just a fraction of their
ha-. heed in St. Louis sin .e the Hilt of this week buying new merip-eil t deal of this has alrea v been rcceived and added to our stocks
week end and later Day. Come and .see these new things.

ILEY & HOUSER
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a Ready-to-Wear Suit

Be'Ready for the Fly Charge
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NO MATTER WHETHER TIS A WONDER ,VA UE AT
$20—$22.50—$25
SUPER-VALUE SUIT
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What Price
Suit?

DOAN'S

BENTON FILLING STATION•
•
Benton, Ky.
•
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The time to put up screens is before
the flies become numerous. In other
words, lock the stable before the horse is
stolen.
The first warm days now will see
many flies—some have already appeared.
Keep them out—keep your home healthy
and liveable with well screened windows
and doors. Especially if you have babies
or children in your home, should you use
utmost protection from flies—for they
are the worst enemies children have in
the world—carry filth and germs of disease.

at This Price
GENTLEMEN:
If you're going to need a fine,
dressy suit this Spring, don't buy
one until you look at Worsted-tex
first.
It comes ready tailored in a
new kind of cloth—a cloth of the
same distinctive and dressy appearance as fabrics used by the
fine custom -tailors.
most
It will wear as well as the
OR
buy.
can
you
suit
ive
expens
rr.
WE WILL REPLACE
LET

US

SHOW

Price‘$40

Treas Lumber Co.
(Incorporated)

"From Foundation to Roof, We Have It!"

219-221 Broadway

YOU.

at $28-$30—$35
OR
THE WORSTED-TEX
SUIT iAT $40
WE HAVE THEM -AND IN ALL ITHE
NEW MODELS.
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'OXFORDS
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$7.50 —

Paducah, Ky.
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'should be made with any offend 1
er except upon these premises and
these are the principles that
should govern a jury in inflicting punishment and should be
kept in mind when invoking the
penalties prescribed by statute
for the violation of law, The attorney who would compromise
with and criminal for political
aggrandisement or personal greed
is himself and should not be intrusted with public office.
Elections.
Subject
the
on
Representative government is
Service and
founded on the theory of free
and equal elections. When fraud,
Use good paint and the longer, wear
The high type of Brandon's method of merchandisintimidation, bribery or corrouping provisions, are sufficient reasons why you should pattion is permitted to enter into
it gives Will •etnply repay and difference
ronize him.
our elections, our government is
H. H. LOVETT.
being endangered from within.
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In addition to above, the best deals and bargains
More dangerous than any foreign
torney and the police and sheriff's foe .is the coneernus growth of
in the Grocery line are to be found here always.
Spot" Paints Iftecause we know they are a
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better investrrlient for your money.
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BENTON',
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forth to enforce it as is used in the will of the voters and by
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tive to breaches of the peace, rob- deavor to elevate men to office
beries, rapines and murders, real- with the assurance that they may
17. 814 - V.an Lyles, Route 1.
izing that the law recognizes de- be secure in their nefarious de18. 1121-Alene Tyree, Route
grees of the one as well as the signs. Often they induce candiother. The same penalty would dates to run for office without in1.
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trust that
Compromises.'
.SVflis, I submit- the following-for resPonsibillitY. Their services beyour close consideration and that
In every case in which a war- you will be interested in the
your consideration.
long t4t. the .stPte and not to any
iizhe Commonwealth's Attbrney faction of politic:ans. It is as rant is issued, or an indictment questions brought before you by
age the chief law enforcing offi- much his duty to see that the ac- returned were left to a jury re- the candidates for this office durcers of the state. Upon them de- cused have a fair trial as it is to garalless to the plea of guilty or ing the progress of the campaign.
ALI01 1) MASONIC LODGE
pends the enforcement of such prosecute. In no case should he not guilty, our courts would be- If my position on these and other
PRESEN IS
laws as it may please the legis- eesort to perjured evidence to come so congested that it would questions that affect the duties
lature to enact. By his .failure to secure a conviction. The horrors be impossible for them to func- of the office which I seek meets
enforce the• law, either through :Ind tragedies of revolutions can tion and this policy would be a roar approval and is consistent
favoritism% inactivity or corrup- be charged to extreme. If govern- needless waste of time and limey. with your own, I shalt appreciate
tion, the Commonwealth's Attor ment is assailed and laws violated The purposes of penalties for the your vote and itafluence; otherney may annul any act of the leg- We must not become vengeful, violation of law are that the wise, I want you for my friends.
islature for the violation of A•hich neither shvuld we be vacillating punishment may he a deterrent to bet you owe your vote to him
For this in our demands for their enforce- the commission of other offereves, who most nearly represents your
:a penalty is imposed.
reason he should be a man of ment. Human rights and human reformation of the accused and id'e'as of government and official
tigh ideals, active and alert in treedom must. be recognized and punishment for the specific act. duty after you have given it your
he discharge of his duties, free Preserved, yet we must also rec- There are instarrees in which careful attention, and to the man
rum favoritism and capable and ognize and preserve our consti- these purposes may be as well or whom yoi believe to be both willtutional provisions and govern- better met by permitting the t&- ing and able to fulfill his prelean in his pritiate life.
Law Enforcement.
mental regulations. A policeman fendant to plead guilty and a- efeation promise.
Very truhr yours,
The purpose of government is on every corner might be a , bad greeing upon the penalty to Be
HENRY K LOVETT,
APRIL 9TH, 1927.
to protect human rights and lib- index to the citizenship of the imposed as by enforcing a jury
Benton, Ky..
erties. Our national and state community, but ,a gambling den OW and thus encouraging' ar
constitutions recognize . certain in every block and blind tiger in false plea of not guilty. The disEight junior agricultural clubs
$5.00
itilterent - and inalienable rights every alley would be a menace position of any and all cases
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• Co.-75c jar Face Cream.
'soul-dry '(the state) that our laws part assigned to hint yet workgoal
'seek to restrain. The welfare of ing for the common good_ There ment inflicted will further the county last year, has a good
Best on Dixie-Bank of Marshall Co. 2.00
bank
the community is and 'should• be should be clotie'co-operation be- purposes of the penalties far the. that every member have a
Best on Arkansas Traveler - Draffen
above that of the individual. This tWeen the Commonwealth's At- violation of law_ No compagonttee aceount at the end of this year.
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Paint to Last
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Nelson-Ford Drug Co.
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LARGE CROWD HERE
VOR GOLD DRAWING
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H. H. LOVM STATES
PLATFORM FOR RACE
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To show our appreciation we make this pledge. We pledge
you that it shall be our endeavor always to sell only goods
of honest quality. Quality and Service ability comes .first.
It is your satisfaction that is most important to us all. Therefore we never sacrifice quality to make a seemingly low
price. We pledge buying power you give us, and our large
cast resources, we•secure lower than market prices. This
saving is and always shall be yours,
Satisfaction, Service and Saving is our pledge and also that
ever/ transaction shall be handled in the full spirit of the
Golden Rule. This is the basis upon which we shall try to
deserve the friendship and the loyalty you have shown.
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DRAFFEN BROTHERS
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DEPARTMENT STORE
KENTUCKY

CALVERT CITY,
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Music - - Comedy - - Drama
MAKE YOUR DATE NOW FOR NEXT
MONDAY NIGHT.
?;
IN

"The Garden of
The Shah"
This rich musical comedy,spiced with
humor, tinged with burlesque, will be
presented in

School Auditorium
Monday, April 11
Tickets Will Be Placed on Sale Soon.
Sponsored by The Mendelssohn Club.

Motor Co.-1 rear view mirror, 1 can
Polish, 1 can top dressing.
Best on Soldiers Joy - J. E. Inman'- 1
sack of Four.
Best on Cotton Eyed Joe - Filbeck and
Stilley -1 Razor.
Best on Over the Waves-Tribune Demoeiat -$1.00.
Best on Turkey in Straw - Hardin Bank
-$3.00.
Best Harp player - Morgan and Heath,
-1 harp.
2nd Best Harp player - H. H. Strow - 1
'Bow Tie.
Best dancer, Man - P. H. Rudolph - 1
Flash-light.
Best, Lady pancer - Whiteway Cafe $1.00 bot Chocolate.
Best Solo by Lady - Gatlin-Fergerson
Co.-$2.00 Silk Hose.
•
Best Piano Solo - Davenport Bros.$1.00 Box Chocolate.
•

-

At Aurora School
Admission

25c & 35c

a

